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Here dead lie we because we did not Choose
To live and shame the land from which we sprung.
Life, to be sure, is nothing much to lose;
But young men think it is, and we were young.

A.E. Houseman, 1936

Bald heads forgetful of their sins,
Old, learned, respectable bald heads
Edit and annotate the lines
That young men, tossing on their beds,
Rhymed out in love's despair
To flatter beauty's ignorant ear.

W.B. Yeats, 1917
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Abstract

Visual Simple-Spike and Complex-Spike Responses of Gaze-Velocity Purkinje Cells in the

Cerebellar Flocculus during Smooth-Pursuit Eye Movements in Monkeys

Although it is established that the flocculus receives visual afferents and plays a critical role in

the smooth, voluntary, visually-guided, eye-movement response to moving objects (pursuit), no

one has shown that floccular Purkinje cells respond to motion of small targets, the usual visual

stimulus for pursuit. In order to investigate this possibility, we recorded extracellularly from 149

floccular Purkinje cells of two behaving Rhesus monkeys and, using previously-established

criteria, identified 108 gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (GVP-cells). In this study, we document that,

during the initiation of pursuit, GVP-cells respond with a large pulse of simple spikes followed

by a sustained step increase in simple-spike firing. Although the pulse is associated with both a

visual-motion stimulus and an eye-acceleration response, we determine that the pulse is visual

by showing that GVP-cells do not respond to eye acceleration generated by a non-visual

stimulus. We also demonstrate that the step is a motor-corollary signal because it persists in

the absence of residual motion of the image of the target on the retina (retinal slip). We

determine that GVP-cells have a visual complex-spike response by showing that imposed

retinal slip is sufficient to cause complex spikes and that complex-spike occurrences are

consistently preceded by small, transient periods of retinal slip during steady-state pursuit. We

conclude 1) that GVP-cells have a visual simple-spike response during the initiation of pursuit,

2) that GVP-cells carry a non-visual simple-spike signal encoding eye velocity during steady

state pursuit, and 3) that GVP-cells receive a visual climbing-fiber input that detects tracking

errors during pursuit. Given that the flocculus projects to brainstem oculomotor centers and

that electrical stimulation of the flocculus causes smooth eye movement, it is likely that the
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pulse contributes to the motor command for the initiation of pursuit and that the eye-velocity

signal helps to sustain steady-state pursuit. Also, given the effect of complex spikes on the

simple-spike firing rate, it is possible that complex-spikes are involved in the correction of

tracking errors.
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Introduction

The control of voluntary movement is one of the truly miraculous capabilities of the

brain and central nervous system. The capacity for highly skilled movement is particularly well

developed in primates. Whether it be Bonzo swinging gracefully from tree to tree or Olga

Korbut making a backward somersault off the uneven parallel bars, primates use vision,

proprioception and other sensory modalities, as well as hardwired reflexes, to initiate and guide

their movements with amazing precision.

Studying the eye movements of monkeys has been particularly fruitful in helping

neuroscientists understand how the brain controls movement in general (Robinson, 1981).

Monkeys, like humans, are capable of using visual inputs to generate extremely skilled and

accurate eye movements. Eye movements are simpler than limb movements and are

therefore more amenable to successful investigation. First, the eye in the orbit acts as a single

joint so that movement can be studied without introducing the complexity of multijoint

kinematics and dynamics (Paul, 1981). Second, eye movements do not confront variable

loads and do not rely on proprioceptive inputs (Keller and Robinson, 1971). Third, visually

guided eye movements interact in a straightforward manner with ocular reflexes generated by

vestibular stimuli (Lanman et al., 1978). Finally, the oculomotor system is studied more easily

than other motor systems because the visual and vestibular inputs can be controlled easily,

and the eye movement output can be monitored easily and accurately (Fuchs and Robinson,

1966; Judge et al., 1980).

Smooth pursuit is the best example of a voluntary eye movement that is under

continuous visual guidance. The pursuit system, well developed only in primates, generates a

smooth eye movement response in order to track a slowly moving small target (Robinson,

1981 ab; Lisberger et al., 1987). Non-primate species can make visually-guided smooth eye

movements only as a reflexive response to the motion of full-field visual stimuli (Collewijn,



1969; Simpson, 1984). The pursuit system is also functionally and anatomically distinct from

another voluntary eye movement system, the saccadic system, which is evolutionarily older

and produces rapid ballistic eye movements that reorient gaze toward stationary objects of

interest (Fuchs et al., 1985).

The cerebellum is critically involved in the coordination of visually-guided movement in

general (Brooks and Thach, 1981) and of smooth-pursuit eye movement in particular

(Westheimer and Blair, 1973). Much of our understanding of the function of the cerebellum

has come from examining the response properties of Purkinje cells, the only output neurons of

the cerebellar cortex (Llinas, 1981). Purkinje cells receive two different types of inputs (Bloedel

and Courville, 1981). The mossy-fiber inputs emanate from a number of brainstem nuclei and

cause Purkinje cells to emit conventional action potentials called simple spikes. Simple spikes,

which normally fire at high rates (around 80 simple-spikes/sec), provide the final output signal

of the cerebellar cortex. The climbing-fiber input to Purkinje cells emanates exclusively from

the inferior olive and produces unusual, broad, and multiphasic spikes called complex spikes.

Although complex spikes occur infrequently (about 1 complex-spike/sec), their profound and

long-term effects on the simple-spike firing rate are thought to be an important influence on

motor behavior (for example, see Ebner and Bloedel, 1981; to et al., 1982).

In monkeys, several lines of evidence argue that the flocculus of the cerebellum plays

a crucial role in the generation of voluntary smooth eye movements. Lesions of the flocculus

cause severe deficits in pursuit (Takemori and Cohen, 1974; Zee et al., 1981). Electrical

stimulation of the flocculus elicits smooth eye movement via direct activation of Purkinje cells

(Ron and Robinson, 1973; Lisberger and Pavelko, 1984; Noda and Fujikado, 1987; Belknap

and Noda, in press). The simple-spike firing rate of nearly all Purkinje cells in the flocculus is

specifically related to pursuit eye movements (Miles and Fuller, 1975; Lisberger and Fuchs,

1978a; Miles et al., 1980; Noda and Suzuki, 1979b).



Attention has been focused on the gaze-velocity Purkinje cells which form the most

abundant class of Purkinje cells found in the monkey flocculus. Previous studies have

revealed two mossy-fiber signals that affect the firing of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (Lisberger

and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980). One signal encodes eye velocity with respect to the

head and the other encodes head velocity with respect to the world. Purkinje-cell simple-spike

firing encodes the linear addition of the eye- and head-velocity signals. Thus, the simple-spike

output of the flocculus encodes eye velocity with respect to the world, previously defined as

gaze velocity (Bizzi, 1981). Given the results of the stimulation and lesion studies, it is likely

that the simple-spike firing rate of the gaze-velocity Purkinje cells provides an important part of

the gaze-velocity command that drives smooth pursuit.

Visual inputs to the Smooth-pursuit System:

Smooth pursuit is a response to visual motion. Attempts at initiating smooth eye

movement to stationary targets invariably produce saccadic eye movements instead (Morris

and Lisberger, 1984). However, moving targets evoke smooth eye accelerations after

latencies of 80 to 120 msec in both monkeys and humans (Robinson, 1965; Fuchs, 1967;

Lisberger and Westbrook, 1985; Tyschen and Lisberger, 1986). The importance of target

motion was emphasized by the work of Rashbass who pioneered the use of step-ramp target

motion (Rashbass, 1961). If a target is stepped to an eccentric position and moves back at

constant speed toward the position of fixation, the first response is a smooth eye acceleration

that takes the eye in the direction of target motion but away from target position. To bring the

image onto the fovea, a reorienting saccade occurs after a latency of around 200 msec. These

facts demonstrate that the motion of the target's image on the retina, retinal slip, is the driving

force for pursuit. However, no one has identified the neural pathways that carry the visual

inputs encoding retinal slip to the pursuit system.



Lesion studies have shown that the visual inputs for pursuit arise in areas of the

cerebral cortex that are specialized for processing visual motion (Newsome et al., 1985;

Maunsell and Newsome, 1987; Dursteler et al., 1987). This information has guided the effort to

identify the pathways that provide visual inputs for pursuit. Many of the cortical visual areas

project to the pontine nuclei (Brodal, 1978; Glickstein et al., 1980, 1985; Fries, 1981; May and

Andersen, 1986) which have also been implicated in pursuit. The pontine nuclei contain

neurons that have directionally-selective responses to visual motion (Suzuki and Keller, 1984;

Mustariet al., 1984; Suzuki et al., 1985; Mustariet al., 1986a). Lesions in the pontine nuclei

cause deficits in pursuit (Suzuki et al., 1984; Keller and May, 1987; May et al., submitted).

Electrical stimulation in the pons produces changes in eye velocity during ongoing pursuit (May

et al., 1986). Since neurons within the pontine nuclei project to the flocculus (Brodal, 1979,

1982; Langer et al., 1985a), it is likely that some of the visual inputs for pursuit are transmitted

through the flocculus.

Previous investigators of have found floccular mossy fibers that respond to retinal slip

but have failed to elicit Purkinje-cell responses related to the visual motion of a small spot.

One study found mossy fibers that were sensitive to visual motion of a small spot (Miles et al.,

1980). Another study found mossy fibers that responded to the motion of full-field visual stimuli

(Noda, 1981, 1986). Although recent studies have established that some floccular Purkinje

cells respond to the motion of large-field visual stimuli (Noda and Warabi, 1986), nothing is

known about the responses of Purkinje cells to the motion of small spots, the visual stimulus

that normally drives pursuit.

The failure to find visually-driven Purkinje-cell responses to the motion of small targets

is perplexing, given the established role of the flocculus in the tracking of small spots and the

persuasive evidence of a visual mossy-fiber pathway from visual cortex to the flocculus via the

pontine nuclei. However, previous investigators measured Purkinje-cell responses either

during sinusoidal pursuit or during fixation while viewing sinusoidal target motion. The pursuit



response of monkeys to sinusoidal target motion is quite accurate and is, therefore, a poor

stimulus condition for testing simple-spike responses to visual inputs because the residual

retinal slip is quite small. Stimulus conditions in which a monkey fixates a stationary spot while

ignoring a moving spot may also be inappropriate for investigating visual responses to target

motion because the moving spot ceases to be a target.

The first goal of this project was to search for a visual simple-spike response to target

motion in the gaze-velocity Purkinje cells of the flocculus. We used a visual stimulus that had

not been used in previous studies of the flocculus: step-ramp target motion. This stimulus

takes advantage of the 100-msec latency of the smooth-pursuit response and allows us to

impose a 100-msec period of large retinal slip that is followed by 600 msec of saccade-free

pursuit. Thus, we examined the response of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells to controlled retinal

image motion of a small, behaviorally-relevant target. Our results demonstrate a visual simple

spike response in gaze-velocity Purkinje cells. We conclude that the flocculus is part of a

pathway that transmits information about visual motion to the pursuit system.

Positive feedback of eye velocity through the flocculus:

From the perspective of its inputs and outputs, the pursuit system has a negative

feedback configuration. As we discussed above, retinal-slip velocity provides visual input for

pursuit. The resulting eye-velocity output in turn reduces the initial retinal-slip velocity input.

Thus, negative feedback is an inherent property of the pursuit system and all models of the

pursuit system must incorporate the basic structure illustrated in figure 1A.

Previous investigators (Young et al., 1968; Robinson, 1971) pointed out a major

problem with all models of the type shown in figure 1A: simple negative feedback does not

allow maintained perfect tracking. If perfect tracking were achieved, retinal slip would be

eliminated and there would be no remaining input to drive smooth eye movements. These

authors proposed that the command for pursuit was a neural signal encoding the absolute
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velocity of the target with respect to the world (target velocity) rather than the relative velocity

of the target with respect to the retina (retinal-slip velocity). Target velocity is the same as

retinal-slip velocity only when the eyes are stationary. During pursuit, target velocity could be

computed within the central nervous system by adding a sensory input encoding retinal-slip

velocity to a corollary of the motor output encoding eye velocity. In the positive-feedback

model (Fig. 1B), eye velocity is driven by two signals: previous eye velocity (positive feedback)

and retinal slip. This configuration permits perfect steady-state tracking, driven by the positive

feedback loop.

The model in figure 1B makes two predictions that have been confirmed

experimentally. First, it predicts that visual inputs are needed to initiate pursuit but not to

maintain steady-state pursuit: steady-state eye velocity during pursuit is maintained even when

residual retinal slip is eliminated by electronically stabilizing the image of the target on the

fovea (Morris and Lisberger, 1983; Lisberger et al., 1987; Morris and Lisberger, submitted).

Second, it predicts the observation that retinal-slip velocity during pursuit is related not to eye

velocity (which is sustained by positive feedback) but rather to visually induced changes in eye

velocity (Ae), or eye acceleration (Lisberger et al., 1981).

Previous investigators (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978ab; Miles et al., 1980) developed a

model (Fig. 2) which uses the simple-spike output of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells to provide

eye-velocity positive feedback to the pursuit system. A major assumption underlying their

model is that the flocculus receives a true motor-corollary mossy-fiber input that produces the

eye-velocity signal of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells. This assumption was based on the

correlation between simple-spike firing rate and eye velocity during pursuit of sinusoidal or

triangle-wave target motion. However, the apparent eye-velocity responses in those

paradigms could have been caused by visual inputs during less than perfect pursuit.

The second goal of our study was to test directly the hypothesis that the flocculus

provides eye-velocity positive feedback to the pursuit system. To do this, we used a novel
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behavioral task: open-loop pursuit. The image of the target was electronically stabilized on the

fovea during steady-state pursuit so that we could measure the simple-spike responses of

gaze-velocity Purkinje cells during smooth eye velocity in the absence of retinal slip. Our data

show that the gaze-velocity Purkinje cells of the flocculus have a simple-spike response to eye

velocity per se.

Processing of oculomotor signals in the cerebellar Cortex:

During pursuit, mossy fibers that carry signals related to eye movement (Lisberger and

Fuchs, 1978b; Noda and Suzuki, 1979C; Miles et al., 1980; Noda and Warabi, 1982) provide

the inputs that drive the modulation in simple-spike firing rate of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells.

However, the response properties of the oculomotor mossy fibers differ in two ways from those

of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells. First, the firing rate of oculomotor mossy fibers is very sensitive

to static eye position in the orbit during fixation, while the simple-spike firing rate of the Purkinje

cells is much less so. Second, during pursuit of sinusoidal target motion, oculomotor mossy

fibers show nearly sinusoidal modulation of their firing rate with peak firing rate lagging peak

eye velocity. In contrast, the simple-spike response of the Purkinje cells generally leads eye

velocity. Therefore, the cerebellar cortex must process the mossy-fiber inputs to remove the

eye-position signal and to provide the necessary phase shift. It is not known how this

processing is done.

The third goal of our study was to examine the response of oculomotor mossy fibers

during novel stimuli to determine how the cortical processing of oculomotor signals might

occur. By comparing the responses of oculomotor mossy fibers and gaze-velocity Purkinje

cells during step-ramp target motion, we provide a new perspective on how the problem might

be Solved.



Role of the Climbing-fiber pathway to the flocCulus:

Virtually nothing is known about the function of the climbing-fiber pathway to the

cerebellum. Progress has been slow in part because it has been difficult to elicit consistent

complex-spike responses during voluntary movement (Gellman et al., 1985). Unpublished

preliminary results in an earlier thesis (Lisberger, 1976) revealed that this would not be a

problem in the flocculus since it was apparent that the complex-spike firing rate of gaze

velocity Purkinje cells modulated during pursuit. The flocculus provided us with two additional

advantages in our study of complex-spike responses. First, our work and previous studies

have furnished a thorough understanding of the simple-spike responses and overall function of

the flocculus during pursuit. Second, the visual input and oculomotor output of the smooth

pursuit system are easily quantified and controlled. These facts supplied us with a meaningful

context in which to interpret the complex-spike responses and a unique opportunity to

investigate their function.

In the published literature, there are only anecdotal reports of complex-spike

responses in the monkey flocculus. In one study (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a), complex-spike

firing rate was modulated out-of-phase with simple-spike firing rate during pursuit of sinusoidal

target motion at 0.9 Hz. In another study (Miles et al., 1980), which used a slower 0.2 Hz

stimulus, only a small number of Purkinje cells showed complex-spike responses during

pursuit. In a third study, complex-spike responses were elicited during combined visual

vestibular stimulation and were correlated with changes in the vestibulo-ocular reflex

(Watanabe, 1984). Watanabe suggested that the complex spikes were involved in the cellular

changes underlying motor learning (see also, Marr, 1969; Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Ito, 1982)

but provided no evidence of a cause-and-effect relationship. None of the three studies

addressed the question of what was actually driving the complex-spike responses.

Progress in understanding the role of complex spikes in the flocculus has been

hindered by a lack of quantitative data and by a fundamental problem of interpretation. The
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lack of quantitative data about complex-spike responses stems from three basic facts: 1)

complex spikes occur only infrequently (about one per second), so a great deal of data is

needed, 2) most previous studies have concentrated on simple-spike responses because it is

difficult to obtain separable and simultaneous recordings of both simple and complex spikes,

and, 3) it has been difficult to find behavioral paradigms that elicit consistent complex-spike

responses during voluntary movement. The problem of interpretation originates from the

difficulty in determining cause and effect. For example, two interpretations are possible if

complex-spike firing rate is modulated during pursuit of sinusoidal target motion. The

modulation could be a response either to eye velocity or to the residual retinal slip that results

from the small inaccuracies in the monkey's pursuit.

The fourth goal of our study was to examine the complex-spike responses of gaze

velocity Purkinje cells. We, therefore, took particular care to isolate complex spikes from the

simple spikes and to incorporate large numbers of trials into our averages. We also used a

variety of behavioral paradigms in search of those that produced the most consistent and

reliable complex-spike responses. Finally, to resolve the issue of what is actually driving

complex-spike responses, we used two approaches. First, a novel vestibular stimulus (rapid

changes in head velocity) allowed us to separate the effects of imposed visual inputs from

those of vestibular and oculomotor stimuli. Second, complex-spike-triggered averaging

revealed the sensory and motor events that surround complex-spike occurrences during

ongoing smooth-pursuit eye movements. Our data show that complex spikes are driven by the

retinal slip that occurs during inaccurate pursuit.

In summary, while the pursuit model proposed by Lisberger's and Miles' groups (fig. 2)

provided an explanation of how accurate steady-state pursuit could be maintained, four major

issues remained unresolved. First, where do the visual inputs that drive pursuit enter the

11



system and do any of them go through the flocculus? Second, do the gaze-velocity Purkinje

cells of the flocculus carry a true eye-velocity signal used to sustain steady-state pursuit?

Third, how is the eye-position-dominated signal of the oculomotor mossy-fiber afferents

transformed into the eye-velocity-dominated signal of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells? Finally,

what is the role of the climbing-fiber pathway through the flocculus?

12



Methods

Experiments were conducted on two male rhesus monkeys (macaca mulatta) weighing

5 to 7 kg. During training and experiments, the monkeys sat in a specially designed primate

chair and faced a tangent screen onto which visual targets were projected. The monkeys were

initially trained to perform a reaction time task in response to the dimming of a visual target

(Wurtz, 1969). After it reached criterion performance, each monkey was subjected to sterile

surgery under halothane anesthesia. We implanted a coil of wire in one eye (Judge et al.,

1980) so that we could use the magnetic search coil technique to monitor the monkey's eye

movements (Fuchs and Robinson, 1966). At the same time, we implanted four bolts into the

skull to secure a dental acrylic pedestal used to hold the monkey's head during recordings

(Miles and Eighmy, 1980). For subsequent training sessions and experiments, the head holder

was secured to the ceiling of the primate chair and the chair was placed on a servo-controlled

rotating turntable that provided vestibular stimulation. Initially, the eye coil was calibrated by

monitoring eye position while the monkey performed the reaction time task with targets at

known, eccentric positions. Thereafter, the monkeys were rewarded directly for keeping eye

position within a 2-deg error window around target position, and they were taught to track

moving targets either with the head stationary or while the whole animal was rotated passively.

After the animal had become well-versed in the whole repertoire of behavioral

paradigms described below, it was prepared for single-unit recording in a second surgery. We

trephined a hole in the skull and implanted a stainless steel cylinder tilted back 26 degrees

from the coronal plane and aimed stereotaxically 11 mm lateral to the midline along the

interaural line. The cylinder was filled with saline, cleaned daily, and securely capped between

recording sessions. The daily experimental sessions were run using an interactive menu

driven computer program that controlled the stimuli, digitized and stored the data, and

monitored the monkey's behavior to maintain the required performance standard. Single-unit

13



recording was done in 2- to 3-hour sessions over a three-month period after which the

monkeys were deeply anesthetized with phenobarbitol and perfused with 10% formal saline.

The fixed tissue was prepared for histological verification of recording sites.

Visual Stimuli for pursuit eye movements:

We used three visual stimuli that were projected onto the back of a screen that was

114 cm from the monkey's eyes: a stationary spot, a movable spot, and a movable large-field

pattern. The stationary spot was red, circular, and 0.1 deg in diameter. The movable target

spot was white, circular, and 0.1 to 0.3 deg in diameter. It was moved by reflecting the light

beam off a pair of servo-controlled mirror galvanometers (General Scanning, CCX-650) that

were placed 114 cm behind the screen. When the background was dark, the tracking target

was at least 2.5 log units above our threshold for detection of a 100 msec presentation

(Lisberger and Westbrook, 1985). The movable large-field pattern was a projected image of

Jackson Pollack's #3, 1949 that covered about 25 deg in width and 20 deg in height. It was

moved using a second set of mirror galvanometers.

With its head stationary, the monkey pursued the small target spot moving with a

sinusoidal time course along the horizontal or vertical meridian. The frequency of the sine

wave was usually 0.5 Hz, although other frequencies between 0.2 and 1.0 Hz were used

occasionally. The peak-to-peak excursion of target position was 20 deg. Floccular neurons

were studied during sinusoidal pursuit under three visual conditions: 1) without any background

illumination, 2) with the large-field, textured background held stationary, and 3) while the

background moved exactly with the target spot.

Neurons in the flocculus were studied during the initiation of pursuit by presenting step

ramp target motion in individual trials (Fig. 16 and 18). Each trial began with the monkey

fixating the stationary red spot at center gaze while ignoring a second small white spot that was

stationary at 1.5 to 5 deg eccentric. After a fixation interval of random duration (900 to 1300
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msec), the red fixation spot was extinguished and, simultaneously, the white spot began to

move toward the position of fixation at a speed of 30 deg/sec (occasionally 15, 45, or 60

deg/sec). The duration of target motion was at least 650 msec. The monkey was allowed 400

msec to acquire the target, after which it was required to maintain eye position within 3 or 4

degrees of the target until the trial was over. Using a ruse developed by Rashbass (1961), we

chose the amplitude of the step empirically so as to obviate the need for a saccade (about 4

degrees for 30 deg/sec ramps and 2 degrees for 15 deg/sec). This procedure allowed us to

study neuronal responses during the initiation of pursuit and the maintenance of steady-state

pursuit, both without the contaminating intrusions of saccades.

For some experiments, we attempted to eliminate retinal errors during steady-state

pursuit by stabilizing the image of the target spot on the fovea (Fig. 24). These "open-loop"

trials began as simple step-ramp target motion, with the monkey fixating at 15 deg eccentric

and target motion beginning at 18 deg eccentric. Initially, the target moved toward straight

ahead gaze at 30 deg/s for 400 msec, allowing the monkey enough time to initiate and

establish accurate pursuit. Then, the image of the target was stabilized on the fovea for 310

msec by using electronic feedback of the eye-position signal from the search coil to drive target

position. Finally, the target returned to normal closed-loop motion for 300 msec. This method

of producing open-loop conditions produces zero retinal error only if the calibration of the

voltage from the eye monitor is accurate. To insure accurate calibration of the eye monitor, we

used the method of Lisberger and Morris (submitted) once, before we began single-unit

recordings. Briefly, we imposed one-degree steps in target position relative to the fovea using

the signal from the eye coil to drive the target and measured the magnitude of the resulting

Saccadic response. This was done at several eccentricities while the gain and offset were

adjusted until the saccades in each direction were of equal magnitude for a given fixation point.

This procedure established that the monkeys experienced residual retinal slip of less than 0.2

deg/s when we attempted to provide perfect image stabilization. Since the gain of the eye
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monitor is the same each day, it was not necessary to repeat this procedure daily. However,

we did recalibrate the offset at center gaze each day by imposing open-loop conditions during

fixation and adjusting the offset of the eye position monitor until no eye movement was

induced. The fact that neither saccades nor smooth eye acceleration were induced under

open-loop conditions provided independent verification of the accuracy of our calibrations.

Vestibular stimuli:

A Contraves-Goertz model 813 turntable (20 ft-lb peak torque) provided passive

horizontal motion of the monkey, the chair, and a set of 18 inch magnetic field coils together. A

tachometer on the turntable provided a direct monitor of angular head velocity, and a precision

potentiometer attached to the shaft of the turntable monitored angular head position. Since the

monkey's head was held in the stereotaxic plane, horizontal motion activated the horizontal

semi-circular canals optimally (at 97-98% of maximal), and the anterior and posterior canals

weakly (at 18-32% and 23-24% of maximal, respectively) (Reisine et al., 1985; Simpson et al.,

1986). Unfortunately, our turntable did not allow us to provide vestibular stimulation in the

optimal planes for the anterior or posterior canals.

Neurons in the flocculus were studied during sinusoidal vestibular stimuli in two

tracking conditions, both without background illumination. First, the target moved exactly with

the imposed motion of the head. This condition required the monkey to override the VOR and

eliminate eye movement with respect to the head, and is referred to as cancellation of the

horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex or VOR cancellation. VOR cancellation provides a method to

isolate the effects of vestibular inputs from the effects of inputs related to eye movement

(Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a). Second, the target remained stationary at straight ahead gaze.

This condition emulates the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) in that it generates eye motion equal

to and opposite head motion. Sine waves were provided by a precision oscillator (Krohn–Hite
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model 4100A) and drove the turntable at a frequency of 0.5 Hz (occasionally 0.2 and 1.0 Hz)

and a peak-to-peak excursion of 20 degrees.

Transient vestibular stimuli called "rapid changes in head velocity" were driven by the

outputs of the digital-to-analog converters of a DEC 11/23 computer. These provided a change

in head velocity that had a discreet and sudden onset, was 30 deg/s in amplitude, and had a

duration of 50 msec. Rapid changes in head velocity were imposed using two different

protocols in the two monkeys. In the first monkey, the head position followed a triangle wave

trajectory in which head velocity alternated between 15 deg/s rightward and leftward (Fig. 3A).

The changes in direction of head motion occurred every 400 msec. A small fixation light was

always on and remained stationary at center gaze. In the second monkey, the head position

followed a trapezoidal trajectory. This caused 400-msec pulses of head velocity that started

from rest, had amplitudes of 30 deg/s, and were alternately in the rightward and leftward

directions (Fig. 3B). The head was stationary for two seconds between each pulse of head

velocity so that the firing rate of single-units could stabilize completely before the next stimulus

was imposed. In alternate cycles, the fixation target light was either left on or extinguished for

400 msec starting 100 msec prior to the onset of head motion.

Single-unit recording:

We used glass-insulated platinum-iridium microelectrodes to record extracellular

potentials from Purkinje cells and mossy fibers in the cerebellar flocculus. The flocculus was

approached using the stereotaxic coordinates published by others (1.0 to 2.5 mm anterior;

about 10 mm lateral) and was recognized by the presence of background activity related to eye

movement (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a). In order to minimize sampling bias, a variety of

stimuli were used while we searched for units: vertical and horizontal sinusoidal pursuit, VOR

cancellation, and, occasionally, background motion during fixation of a stationary spot. Despite
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this diverse array of stimuli, we still encountered a number of floccular single-units that were

unresponsive or responded only during saccadic eye movement.

We identified Purkinje cells by 1) their characteristic simple-spike wave form (large

negativity followed by a small positivity), 2) the presence of a complex-spike wave form, and 3)

the fact that their electrical activity remained isolated from the background activity as the

electrode was moved up to 250 microns in depth (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a). We identified

putative mossy fibers by their characteristic positive-going potential, their extremely regular

firing rate, and the very restricted range (< 10 microns) over which isolation could be

maintained (Fuchs and Luschei, 1971). We cannot be absolutely sure that these units were

mossy fibers although they did seem readily distinguishable from small cells. From this point

onwards, we will refer to them simply as mossy fibers rather than using the cumbersome but

more accurate term, granule-layer input element (Miles et al., 1980). Spike potentials were

amplified conventionally (bandpass 100 Hz to 10 kHz) and converted into trigger pulses by a

window discriminator. We monitored isolation using a digital oscilloscope (Nicolet, model

3091) that was triggered by the acceptance pulse from the discriminator to verify that only one

waveform was triggering the discriminator. Whenever possible, complex spikes were triggered

separately using a special time-window discriminator (Bak Electronics, model Dis-1). For the

complex spikes, the parameters of the time-window were adjusted so that no extra triggers

were tolerated at the expense of possibly missing a few.

Data acquisition and analysis:

Data were digitized on-line by the computer. Head velocity was monitored directly

from the output of the turntable tachometer, target position directly from the output of the mirror

galvanometers, and gaze position by adding the head position output of the turntable with the

eye position output from the search coil. An eye-velocity trace was obtained by analog

differentiation of the eye-position signal from the search coil. This circuit differentiated signals
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at frequencies below 50 Hz and rejected higher frequencies, with its gain declining at 20 dB per

decade for frequencies above 50 Hz. For sinusoidal stimuli and rapid changes in head

velocity, the analog signals (eye and head velocity, gaze and target position) were sampled

every 2 msec and data were saved continuously. For step-ramp target motion, the analog

signals were sampled every 1 msec and data were saved in individual trials. Interspike

intervals were recorded to the nearest 10 or 100 microseconds through Schmitt-trigger inputs.

For the analyses of simple-spike and mossy-fiber responses, we computed firing rate

using the modified reciprocal interval method described by Lisberger and Pavelko (1986).

Briefly, this method is designed to extract an analog waveform from the digital spike trains, and

to do so without distorting the temporal relationship between the stimulus and the firing rate.

Averages of reciprocal interval are sensitive to artifacts created when unit spikes are missed or

extra triggers are generated through the window discriminator. We took several precautions to

insure that errors in triggering the window discriminator did not incorporate artifacts into our

averages. First, we were very selective in our data collection, and retained only those

recordings in which we achieved excellent isolation. Second, since some simple-spike or

mossy-fiber trigger artifacts were unavoidable, we edited the raw data prior to incorporating it

into averages. Dropped spikes or extra triggers had a clear effect on the raw reciprocal interval

records and could be spotted unambiguously. For analysis of sinusoidal data, we manually

instructed the computer to repair the spike train by removing the occasional spurious spike. In

the analysis of the responses to step-ramp target motion or rapid changes in head velocity,

artifacts were removed only if they occurred before the stimulus, in order to insure a smooth

baseline. If artifacts occurred after the onset of the target or head motion, that trial or stimulus

was not included in the average.

The data were analyzed off-line with a user-interactive program on a DEC 11/23,

11/73, or MicroVAX II computer. Before any data were included in the analysis, they were

displayed on a video screen (Matrox MLSI-512) and viewed by the user. We analyzed data
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that were obtained with sinusoidal stimuli by aligning 10 to 50 cycles of data at the zero

crossings of the sinusoidal stimulus (target position or head velocity) and calculated averages

of the analog traces and simple-spike firing rate in 512 bins/cycle. If complex spikes had been

isolated separately for the neuron under analysis, we accumulated the complex-spike events in

a 512 bin histogram aligned with the average cycle. Some small saccades were unavoidable

and they produced rapid deflections of eye velocity that would have created artifacts in the

analysis of smooth-pursuit eye velocity. Therefore, we removed the saccadic deflections of

eye velocity before averaging. Using a keyboard-controlled cursor, the user pointed out the

beginning and end of each saccadic deflection of eye velocity and the computer removed the

deflections and connected the beginning and ending points with a straight line segment.

For quantitative assessment of the responses during sinusoidal stimuli, we subjected

the averaged data to Fourier analysis using a standard 512 point FFT algorithm. The

sensitivity to eye or head velocity was computed as the amplitude of the fundamental

component of firing rate divided by that of the stimulus (eye or head velocity). We defined the

phase of the response as the phase of the fundamental component of firing rate with respect to

that of the stimulus (eye or head velocity). Since the monkeys were unable to completely

suppress their eye movements during VOR cancellation, some residual modulation in eye

velocity occurred (see bottom trace of Fig. 6). We therefore performed the following correction

before calculating the head-velocity sensitivity: we subtracted the modulation attributable to

eye velocity (amplitude: eye-velocity sensitivity during pursuit times the amplitude of the

residual modulation in eye velocity; phase: same as that during pursuit) from the total

modulation (fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in firing rate) using the

trigonometric identity for the difference between two sinusoids of the same frequency. As a

measure of harmonic distortion, we used the ratio of the amplitude of the first harmonic to that

of the fundamental: the doubling ratio. The standard measure of harmonic distortion, total

harmonic distortion, was sensitive both to the regularity of firing rate and to the number of
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cycles incorporated in the average. The doubling ratio was less so and had the added

advantage of being a measure of the directional selectivity of the response. For example, a

doubling ratio of zero indicates that the response is perfectly symmetric (very directionally

selective) while a large ratio indicates that the response is nearly the same in both directions

(not directionally selective). We arbitrarily defined the response during sinusoidal head or eye

motion as significant only if the (head- or eye-velocity) sensitivity was more than 0.15

spikes/sec per deg/sec (i.e. about 10 spikes/sec peak-to-peak at 0.5 Hz) and the doubling ratio

was less than 0.95.

We analyzed step-ramp pursuit data by aligning 5 to 50 responses at the onset of

target motion and averaging the analog traces and firing rate in 1 msec bins, from 200 msec

before to 650 msec after the onset of the stimulus. If complex spikes were isolated, we

constructed a post-stimulus-time histogram of complex-spike events using 1 msec bins. Trials

were included in the analysis only if the eye movements contained no saccades.

We analyzed responses during rapid changes in head velocity by aligning 50 to 100

presentations of the stimulus at the onset of head motion and averaging the analog traces and

simple-spike firing rate in 1 msec bins from 100 msec before to 300 msec after the onset of the

stimulus. If complex spikes were isolated, we also constructed a post-stimulus-time histogram

of complex-spike events using 1 msec bins. Again, we only incorporated saccade-free

responses into the averages.

To examine the complex-spike response further, in addition to generating post

stimulus-time histograms as described above, we also performed complex-spike-triggered

averaging. Using the data gathered during sinusoidal pursuit, we would place a cursor on a

complex-spike occurrence and mark off two 600 msec intervals (Fig. 4): one centered directly

on the complex spike (direct interval), and one centered exactly one cycle later (the shifted

interval). Saccadic eye velocity was removed and replaced by linear interpolation: a small star

marks a saccade in the eye-position trace and two stars mark the point in the eye-velocity trace
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where the interpolation was made. We then constructed separate direct and shifted averages

of the analog traces and simple-spike firing rate by incorporating every complex spike in the

data. The retinal-velocity-error trace was constructed by digitally differentiating the target

position trace (Butterworth filter, 25 Hz cutoff) and subtracting the eye-velocity trace.

Verification of recording sites:

Histological verification of the recording sites was done for one of the two monkeys.

The tissue was fixed in 10% formal saline, dehydrated, and embedded in celloidin (Prentice,

1977). We then cut 40 micron serial sections in the parasaggital plane. The sections were

stained with cresyl violet and mounted. Electrode tracks were reconstructed by using a Nikon

SMZ-10 microscope with a camera lucida attachment to draw serial sections. The flocculus of

the monkey consists of ten or eleven folia with the most posterior being number I and the most

anterior (and dorsal) being number X or XI (Madigan and Carpenter, 1971). Our recontructions

demonstrated that we probably drew our sample from folia IV through XI of the flocculus. The

most posterior folia (I through lll) may not have been sampled. Electrode tracts were found

over most (2.8 of 3.2 mm) of the medio-lateral extent of the flocculus: 0.4 mm in from the

lateral border all the way to the medial border. Unfortunately, the large number of electrode

tracts made the identification and reconstruction of each individual penetration impossible.

Figure 5 shows photographs of two sections through the flocculus. The section (#30) in figure

5A was 1.2 mm from the lateral border and two penetrations are clearly visible: one going

through the most anterior folia at the point where the flocculus curls dorsally (arrow on the left)

and one located more caudally (arrow on the right). The section in figure 5B (#60), located 2.4

mm from the lateral border, shows two penetrations including one that ended in the vestibular

nerve (lower arrow). Three other facts indicate that most, if not all, of our sample of Purkinje

cells was in the flocculus. First, most of the Purkinje cells in our sample were gaze-velocity

Purkinje cells, both qualitatively and quantitatively indistinguishable from those found
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Fig. 5. Histological verification of recording sites.
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previously to be in the flocculus after extensive histological reconstructions (Miles et al., 1980;

Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a). Second, at the end of some penetrations, the electrode tip

exited the cerebellum and entered the vestibular nerve which lies directly below folia IV or V of

the flocculus (Fig. 5B). Third, our Purkinje cells were sampled in the same stereotaxic location

and depth as that of previous studies. Segregation of horizontal and vertical Purkinje cells into

discrete zones was not apparent in this study although some local clustering was seen.

However, given the complexity of the three-dimensional structure of the flocculus and the lack

of complete reconstructions, we cannot make any firm conclusions about potential directional

organization within the flocculus.
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Results - Section one

Identification and quantitative analysis of the simple-spike response properties of gaze

velocity Purkinje cells

Previous investigations (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980) have

documented in quantitative detail the simple-spike responses of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells

(GVP-cells) during sinusoidal smooth eye and head movements. The consensus from these

studies was that GVP-cells emit simple spikes at rates proportional to eye and head velocity.

During combined head-eye movements, these equally-weighted oculomotor and vestibular

signals add linearly to produce a simple-spike firing rate related to eye velocity with respect to

the world or gaze-velocity. Of those GVP-cells that respond more vigorously during horizontal

than vertical eye movement, nearly all show increased simple-spike firing during ipsilaterally

directed motion and are, therefore, called ipsi GVP-cells. The simple-spike firing rate of a large

number of floccular Purkinje cells appears to encode downward gaze velocity (Miles et al.,

1980) but no quantitative analysis of the behavior of these presumed down GVP-cells has

been previously done.

This section has five purposes. First, using stimulus conditions developed by others,

we demonstrate that our population of ipsi GVP-cells is both qualitatively and quantitatively

indistinguishable from those of previous studies. Second, we include the first quantitative

analysis demonstrating that the down GVP-cells behave as the vertical counterparts to the ipsi

GVP-cells. Third, we do the first, albeit preliminary, analysis of the directional tuning of

GVP-cells. Fourth, we examine the simple-spike responses of GVP-cells over a range of

sinusoidal stimulus frequencies in greater detail than has been done previously. Fifth, we

present a brief overview of the other types of Purkinje cells that we encountered in the

flocCulus.
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Identification of GVP-cells:

Figure 6 illustrates the defining properties of an ipsi GVP-cell, according to criteria

established by previous investigators (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980). Each

panel shows the average simple-spike firing rate along with the average target position, eye (or

gaze) position, and eye velocity. Figure 6A shows the the simple-spike response of an ipsi

GVP-cell during pursuit of sinusoidal target motion (sinusoidal pursuit). The simple-spike firing

rate modulates nearly sinusoidally (12% total harmonic distortion, THD) and peak firing rate is

nearly in phase with peak ipsilaterally-directed eye velocity. The eye-velocity sensitivity of this

GVP-cell (1.53 spikes/sec per deg/sec) was determined by dividing the amplitude of the

fundamental component of the modulation in simple-spike firing rate (45.4 spikes/sec) by that

of the modulation in eye velocity (29.7 deg/sec). Peak simple-spike firing rate leads peak eye

velocity by 27 deg. Figure 6B shows the simple-spike response of the same GVP-cell when

the monkey tracked a target that moved exactly with him during sinusoidal head motion (VOR

cancellation). The simple-spike firing rate again modulates nearly sinusoidally (12% THD) with

peak firing rate nearly in phase with peak ipsilaterally-directed head velocity. The head-velocity

sensitivity for this GVP-cell (1.40 spikes/sec per deg/sec) was measured by dividing the

amplitude of the fundamental component of the modulation in simple-spike firing rate (41.5

spikes/sec) by that of the modulation in head velocity (29.6 deg/sec). Peak simple-spike firing

rate leads peak head velocity by 18 deg.

GVP-cells were classified as horizontal or vertical depending on the relative strength of

the modulation in their simple-spike firing rate during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal and

vertical axes. GVP-cells that showed greater modulation during horizontal head and eye

movement were analyzed separately from those that preferred vertical eye movement. Most

horizontal GVP-cells (73 of 80) showed increased simple-spike firing for eye and head
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Fig. 6. Simple-spike response of a GVP-cell during sinusoidal tracking.
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movement in the ipsilateral direction (ipsi GVP-cells). Nearly all of the vertical GVP-cells (27

of 28) preferred downward eye movement (down GVP-cells). However, their sensitivity to

vertical head movement was only inferred from their responses during cancellation of the

horizontal VOR. Because of the orientation of the semi-circular canals in the monkey,

horizontal head rotation with the head in the stereotaxic plane activates the anterior canals at

18-32%, and the posterior canals at 23-24% of maximum, with excitation occurring during

contralaterally-directed head motion (Reisine et al., 1985; Simpson et al., 1986). Our down

GVP-cells showed increased simple-spike firing during contralaterally-directed head motion.

We interpreted this as a consequence of a sensitivity to downward head velocity. We

tentatively classified the few Purkinje cells that showed increased simple-spike firing during

downward pursuit and ipsilaterally-directed head motion as vestibular-plus (see below and

Table I). Also, we omitted the small number of contra and up GVP-cells from further analysis

and discussion.

Ouantitative analysis of the simple-spike responses of GVP-cells:

during tracking of sinusoidal target motion

Although all GVP-cells showed the same qualitative response properties as the GVP

cell in figure 6, the quantitative measures of the response varied from cell to cell. We show the

variability of the simple-spike response during sinusoidal smooth pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg)

within our population of GVP-cells by plotting the eye-velocity sensitivity as a function of the

phase of the response with respect to eye velocity (Fig. 7). For the ipsi GVP-cells (Fig. 7A),

the mean sensitivity to horizontal eye velocity was 0.99 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.21 to

3.16). The firing rate, on average, led ipsilaterally-directed eye velocity by 9 deg (range: 49

deg lagging to 74 deg leading). For the down GVP-cells (Fig. 7B), the mean sensitivity to

vertical eye velocity was 1.34 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.46 to 2.93). The firing rate, on
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Fig. 7. Eye-velocity sensitivity versus phase during pursuit.
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average, lead downward eye velocity by 7 deg (range: 39 deg lagging to 50 deg leading).

Comparison of the two plots in figure 7 shows that the ipsi and down GVP-cells had

quantitatively similar responses during pursuit.

Figure 8 shows a similar analysis of the head-velocity sensitivity and the phase of the

simple-spike response during sinusoidal cancellation of the horizontal VOR (0.5 Hz, +10 deg).

There was again considerable variability in the amplitude of the response but the range of

phase shifts was more restricted than during pursuit (compare Fig. 7 and 8). For the ipsi

GVP-cells, the mean sensitivity to horizontal head velocity, corrected for contamination from

residual eye velocity (see Methods), was 1.11 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.33 to 3.73

spikes/sec per deg/sec). Firing rate, on average, led peak ipsilaterally-directed head velocity

by 17 deg (range: 14 deg lagging to 39 deg leading). For the down GVP-cells, the mean

sensitivity to horizontal head velocity was 0.47 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.17 to 1.09)

and peak simple-spike firing, on average, led peak contralaterally-directed head velocity by 15

deg (range: 25 deg lagging to 52 deg leading). Comparison of the two plots in figure 8 shows

that the phase of the response was similar for both ipsi and down GVP-cells, but the

suboptimal measure of head-velocity sensitivity was, as expected, much smaller for the down

GVP-CellS.

For the ipsi GVP-cells, the mean eye-velocity sensitivity and the mean (corrected)

head-velocity sensitivity were nearly the same. Furthermore, a plot of head-velocity sensitivity

versus eye-velocity sensitivity for the entire population of ipsi GVP-cells (Fig. 9A) indicates that

the equality of these two sensitivities was true on a cell-by-cell basis (slope: 1.08; intercept:

0.04; r. 0.94). Figure 9B shows a similar plot for the down GVP-cells. The correlation is much

weaker (r: 0.54) and the slope of the regression line is smaller (slope: 0.20). However, the

slope is very close to that predicted by the fact that horizontal head rotation stimulates the

vertical canals at about 24% of maximal (Reisine et al., 1985; Simpson et al., 1986).
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Fig.8.Head-velocity sensitivity vs phase during VOR cancellation.
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Fig. 9. Head-velocity sensitivity vs eye-velocity sensitivity.
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Linear addition of the oculomotor and vestibular inputs

GVP-cells generally show little or no modulation in simple-spike firing rate during

sinusoidal head rotation while the monkey fixates a stationary target spot (horizontal VOR

paradigm). The mean VOR sensitivity (defined as the modulation in firing rate divided by the

modulation in head velocity during the VOR) was only 0.37 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.05

to 0.94) for the ipsi GVP-cells and only 0.21 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.03 to 0.38) for

the down GVP-cells. The lack of strong modulation during the VOR has been described

previously (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1974; Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980) and

was explained by assuming the linear addition of equal and opposite eye- and head-velocity

signals. To quantitatively assess the property of linear addition, we calculated head-velocity

sensitivity for the ipsi GVP-cells in two ways: 1) as before, by using the corrected data during

sinusoidal cancellation of the VOR, and 2) from the VOR data by assuming linearity and

subtracting the modulation in simple-spike firing rate that could be attributed to the modulation

in eye velocity. A plot of head-velocity sensitivity (VOR) versus head-velocity sensitivity (VOR

cancellation) is linear (r: 0.90) with a slope of 0.84 and intercept of 0.10 (Fig. 10A). The fact

that the two methods of measuring head-velocity sensitivity yield the same result (within 20%)

confirms quantitatively the assumption that the vestibular and oculomotor signals of ipsi

GVP-cells add linearly. Furthermore, despite the restricted range of values (which makes

linear regression less appropriate), the phase of the head-velocity input is also nearly the same

measured either during the VOR or VOR cancellation (slope: 1.31; intercept: -4.9; r. 0.77) (Fig.

10B).

Sensitivity to eye position during static fixation

At straight ahead gaze, GVP-cells had an irregular firing rate (mean coefficient of

variation: 0.40 [ipsi] and 0.45 (down); range: 0.21 to 0.89) with a high resting value (mean: 69

[ipsi] and 62 [down] spikes/sec; range: 26 to 117). During static fixation of a small spot at
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Fig. 10. Vestibular input: VOR vs VOR cancellation.
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different eccentricities, most GVP-cells showed a relationship between simple-spike firing rate

and static eye position. The relationship was considered linear if the correlation coefficient

from linear regression (r) was 0.5 or higher; a positive slope indicated that firing rate increased

with increasing eye position in the preferred direction for pursuit. Of the 68 ipsi GVP-cells

tested, 49 (72%) had a linear relationship between firing rate and static horizontal eye position

with a mean slope of 0.44 spikes/sec per deg (range: -2.26 to +2.91), 6 had a V-shaped curve

(increased firing rate for eccentric gaze in either direction), and 13 had no detectable sensitivity

to eye position at all (r.< 0.5). Similarly, 14 of 21 down GVP-cells (66%) had a significant linear

relationship between firing rate and vertical eye position with a mean slope of 0.69 spikes/sec

per deg (range: -0.25 to 1.32).

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between eye-position sensitivity and phase with

respect to eye velocity during pursuit. Although, by definition, all of the ipsi GVP-cells

increased their firing rate during ipsilaterally-directed pursuit, 12 showed increased firing for

contralateral positions of eccentric gaze. Similarly, one of the down GVP-cells preferred

upward eye positions. The wide range of eye-position sensitivities prompted us to look for an

effect of this sensitivity on the phase of the simple-spike response during sinusoidal pursuit.

For the ipsi GVP-cells (circles), the relationship between position sensitivity and phase is weak

(r: 0.44; N = 48) but if two outlying points are removed (filled circles), the correlation greatly

improves (r: 0.68; N = 46). For 14 down GVP-cells (squares), there is also a weak but

significant relationship between eye-position sensitivity and phase (r: 0.50; N = 14). These

results suggest that sensitivity to static eye position is at least one of the factors that

determines the phase of the simple-spike response during sinusoidal pursuit.
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Fig.11.
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Directional tuning of GVP-Cells:

Before collecting data, we determined qualitatively the preferred axis of motion of most

GVP-cells by listening to the modulation in simple-spike firing rate (amplified and fed through a

loudspeaker) during pursuit along the horizontal and vertical axes. We then generally only

gathered data concerning eye movement along the preferred axis. However, we did examine

quantitatively the simple-spike response of 35 GVP-cells during pursuit along the axis

orthogonal to their preferred direction. Pursuit along the orthogonal axis produced severely

attenuated modulation in the simple-spike firing rate with higher harmonic distortion. A plot of

vertical eye-velocity sensitivity versus horizontal eye-velocity sensitivity (Fig. 12), clearly

segregates our population of GVP-cells into two non-overlapping groups: one that showed

increased simple-spike firing for ipsilaterally-directed eye velocity, the ipsi GVP-cells (circles),

and one that preferred downward eye-velocity, the down GVP-cells (squares). For the 23 ipsi

GVP-cells tested, the mean sensitivity to vertical eye velocity was 0.45 spikes/sec per deg/sec

as opposed to 0.97 spikes/sec per deg/sec during horizontal pursuit. For the 12 down

GVP-cells tested, the mean sensitivity to horizontal eye velocity was 0.42 spikes/sec per

deg/sec as opposed to 1.28 spikes/sec per deg/sec during vertical pursuit. The mean doubling

ratio, a measure of harmonic distortion (see Methods), was only 0.21 during pursuit along the

preferred axis of motion. During pursuit along the orthogonal axis, however, it was 0.44. The

increase in the doubling ratio indicates a diminution in the directional selectivity of the simple

spike response for pursuit along the orthogonal axis.

The simple-spike responses of the ipsi and down GVP-cells had mean directional

preferences that were nearly orthogonal to each other. We defined the population responses

for the ipsi and down GVP-cells, represented by the arrows in figure 12, by calculating the

mean horizontal and vertical components of all the points within each population and assuming

that the two components add linearly. For the ipsi GVP-cells, the population response was
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0.97 spikes/sec per deg/sec in amplitude and had an apparent preferred direction two degrees

off the horizontal meridian. For the down GVP-cells, the population response was 1.34

spikes/sec per deg/sec in amplitude and had an apparent preferred direction 18 degrees off the

vertical meridian.

Down GVP-cells showed increased simple-spike firing during contralaterally-directed

eye and head movement. For each down GVP-cell, the horizontal eye- and head-velocity

sensitivities were close to equal (from linear regression, slope: 0.78; intercept: 0.15; r. 0.89).

Superficially, the down GVP-cells could therefore be mistaken for weak contra GVP-cells. If

vertical pursuit had not been tested, the stronger modulation would not have been revealed.

Many of the weak contra GVP-cells in a previous study (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a),

therefore, may actually have been down GVP-cells.

Effects of Stimulus frequency on Sinusoidal tracking responses:

For 27 (22 ipsi and 5 down) of the 34 GVP-cells tested during sinusoidal pursuit at

more than one stimulus frequency, the phase lead of the simple-spike firing rate with respect to

eye velocity increased (or phase lag decreased) monotonically with increasing frequency of

target motion. For all but two of these GVP-cells, the increase in phase lead was coupled with

a decrease in eye-velocity sensitivity as the stimulus frequency increased. Fifteen of the 22

ipsi GVP-cells and four of the five down GVP-cells were tested with 0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz target

motion (always +10 deg excursion). The eye-velocity sensitivity and the phase with respect to

eye velocity are plotted as a function of stimulus frequency for these 15 ipsi GVP-cells in figure

13. Similar plots for the four down GVP-cells are shown in figure 14. A comparison of these

two figures suggests that the ipsi and down GVP-cells have similar frequency-response

properties during pursuit. For the ipsi GVP-cells, as the stimulus frequency increased from 0.2

Hz to 0.5 Hz and, finally, to 1.0 Hz, the mean phase with respect to eye velocity changed from
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a 20 deg lag to a 3 deg lead and, finally, to a 20 deg lead while the mean eye-velocity

sensitivity decreased from 1.48 to 1.07 and, finally, to 0.90 spikes/sec per deg/sec. Similarly,

for the down GVP-cells, as the stimulus frequency increased from 0.2 Hz to 0.5 Hz and, finally,

to 1.0 Hz, the mean phase with respect to eye velocity changed from a 4 deg lag to 11 deg

lead and, finally, to a 17 deg lead while the mean eye-velocity sensitivity decreased from 1.26

to 1.01 and, finally, to 0.88 spikes/sec per deg/sec. Figure 13 and 14 do not include the seven

GVP-cells (4 ipsi and 3 down) that did not show a clear increase in phase. Three of these

showed a non-monotonic relationship between phase and stimulus frequency and four showed

a monotonic decrease in phase lead (or increase in phase lag) with increasing stimulus

frequency.

For all 15 ipsi GVP-cells tested during cancellation of the VOR, the phase lead of the

simple-spike firing rate with respect to head velocity increased slightly and the head-velocity

sensitivity remained the same with increasing frequency of head motion (always +10 deg

excursion). The corrected head-velocity sensitivity and the phase with respect to head velocity

as a function of stimulus frequency are plotted in figure 15. As the stimulus frequency

increased from 0.2 Hz to 0.5 Hz and, finally, to 1.0 Hz, the mean corrected phase lead with

respect to head velocity increased only slightly from 15 deg to 18 deg and, finally, to 26 deg.

The corrected head-velocity sensitivity did not change at all (mean: 0.99, 1.00, and 1.00

spikes/sec per deg/sec, at 0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz, respectively).

Non-gaze-velocity Purkinje Cells of the flocCulus:

The floccular Purkinje cells of this study were classified according to their simple-spike

responses during sinusoidal smooth pursuit and during cancellation of the vestibulo-ocular

reflex. From their firing patterns in these two paradigms, 149 Purkinje cells were placed into 4

major categories: gaze-velocity, oculomotor, vestibular, and bidirectional. A number of
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unresponsive and saccade-related Purkinje cells (Noda and Suzuki, 1979a) were encountered

but not studied in depth. The entire data base is shown in Table I. Most (108 or 72%) floccular

Purkinje cells were of the gaze-velocity type and their identifying response properties are

described in detail above. We provide here a brief overview of the three other Purkinje-cell

types.

The first group, oculomotor, included 18 Purkinje cells (12% of the sample).

Oculomotor Purkinje cells modulated their simple-spike firing rate during sinusoidal pursuit but

responded negligibly during cancellation of the horizontal VOR. As with GVP-cells, nearly all of

the oculomotor Purkinje cells preferred either ipsilaterally-directed or downward eye movement.

The next group, vestibular, contained 18 P-cells (12%). All vestibular Purkinje cells modulated

their simple-spike firing rate during sinusoidal cancellation of the horizontal VOR. Seven

vestibular Purkinje cells had little or no response during smooth pursuit (simple-vestibular

Purkinje cells). The remaining 11 vestibular Purkinje cells however did show modulation in

their simple-spike firing rate during sinusoidal pursuit but were not of the gaze-velocity type

because the oculomotor and vestibular inputs did not have synergistic directional preferences

(vestibular-plus Purkinje cells). The final group, bidirectional, contained only five P-cells (3%).

The bidirectional Purkinje cells showed strong frequency doubling during sinusoidal tracking

behavior: the simple-spike firing rate modulated at twice the frequency of the stimulus.
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Table 1 - Distribution of Purkinje-cell types in our sample.

gaze velocity (108)

ipsi (vlel) 73
contra (vilell) 7
down (vlleD) 27
up (vleU) 1

Oculomotor (18)

ipsi (el) 9

COntra {º} Odown (ed) 8
up (eu) 1

vestibular (18)

simple-vestibular
vl 7
vil O

vestibular-plus
vle 6
vle|| 2
vlleU 1
vllel 2

bidirectional 5

total 149

The Purkinje-cell types above are described in the text. They are labelled here
according the directional preferences of their vestibular and oculomotor inputs
using the notation of Duensing and Schaefer (1958) with v and e denoting
vestibular and oculomotor, respectively. The directional preference of each
input is defined as follows: I (psi), Il (contra), D (down), and U (up).
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Results - Section Two

Visual and oculomotor simple-spike responses of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells during the

smooth-pursuit response to step-ramp target motion

Most gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (GVP-cells) showed a large transient pulse of simple

spikes followed by a sustained step increase in simple-spike firing rate during pursuit of

step-ramp target motion in the preferred direction (for example, GVP-cell #1 in Fig.16). The

initiation of pursuit was preceded by a 100-msec interval during which the target moved but the

eyes remained stationary. Given the latency of the pursuit response, we could therefore

impose a controlled amount of retinal slip and, since the monkey was required to track the

moving target, the visual input was behaviorally relevant. Our explanation of the pulse-step

response is that the pulse is a visual response to the previous 100-msec period of retinal slip

while the step is an oculomotor response to the increase in eye velocity during steady-state

pursuit. However, an alternate explanation is that the pulse is an oculomotor response to the

large eye acceleration at the onset of the pursuit and that the steady-state step is a visual

response to the small residual retinal slip experienced during normal steady-state tracking. We

rule out the alternate explanation by demonstrating that 1) eye acceleration per se is an

ineffective stimulus, and 2) that the steady-state step response does not require residual retinal

slip.

In this section, we address three issues. First, we provide strong evidence that GVP

cells have a visual pulse response to target motion that may participate in the initiation of

pursuit. Second, we show that the visual response of GVP-cells is specifically related to the

motion of the target: GVP-cells are unresponsive to the motion of a small spot during fixation of

another spot and are largely insensitive to the motion of large-field backgrounds. Third, we
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Fig. 16. Simple-spike responses of three GVP-cells during the
initiation of pursuit to step-ramp target motion in the on-direction.
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demonstrate that the steady-state step response of GVP-cells is dominated by an eye-velocity

signal and does not require visual input.

Visual simple-spike response to target motion during pursuit initiation:

During the initiation of pursuit to ipsilaterally-directed step-ramps, ipsi GVP-cells

typically responded with a pulse of simple spikes (GVP-cell #1 and #2, Fig. 16). The down

GVP-cells responded similarly during downward step-ramps. For 81 GVP-cells (62 ipsi, 19

down), we measured the amplitude of the peak response to 30-deg/sec step-ramp target

motion along the preferred axis. For the ipsi GVP-cells, the distribution of pulse sizes (peak

firing rate minus resting rate) is shown in figure 17A. The mean pulse size was 76 spikes/sec,

which represents an overshoot of 47 spikes/sec relative to the mean steady-state firing rate.

For the down GVP-cells, the distribution of pulse sizes is displayed in figure 17B. The mean

pulse size was 75 spikes/sec and the mean overshoot was 39 spikes/sec. Comparison of

figures 17A and 17B shows that the pulse responses of the ipsi and down GVP-cells were

quantitatively similar.

For at least half of our population of GVP-cells, during the response to 30-deg/sec

step-ramps, the overshoot in the simple-spike firing rate was significant. We did the following

worst case statistical analysis. Assuming that only five trials were incorporated into each

average (although the number was almost always more than 10) and using the standard

deviation in firing rate over time, we overestimated the standard error on the measurement of

the steady-state firing rate. The peak firing rate was determined to be significantly higher than

the steady-state firing rate for 27 of 51 ipsi and for 7 of 14 down GVP-cells (p < .005, Student's

t-test).

The pulse was too large to be accounted for by the sensitivity to eye velocity. The

mean eye-velocity sensitivity of GVP-cells measured during sinusoidal pursuit was about 1
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Fig. 17. Distribution of pulse sizes.
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spike/sec per deg/sec (see Section one) and the peak eye velocity generated in response to

30-deg/sec step-ramps was always less than 35 deg/sec (see Fig. 16). Therefore, less than 35

spikes/sec of the pulse size can be attributed to the eye-velocity sensitivity.

The simple-spike response during the initiation of pursuit was directionally selective

along the preferred axis. We defined the "on-direction" as the direction of step-ramp target

motion that produced the most vigorous excitatory response. Motion in the "off-direction"

almost always caused inhibition but occasionally produced weak excitation. During the

initiation of pursuit to ramp motion in the off-direction, GVP-cells generally responded with a

sharp dip in simple-spike firing rate followed by a step decrease in steady-state simple-spike

firing rate. The simple-spike response of GVP-cell #4 (Fig. 18) has the typical dip-step profile.

We quantified the dip either as a dip size (resting rate minus nadir in firing rate) or as an

undershoot (steady-state firing rate minus nadir in firing rate). Ipsi GVP-cells, on average,

showed a dip size of 43 spikes/sec (range: 8 to 101 spikes/sec) and a mean undershoot of 30

spikes/sec. Down P-cells showed, on average, a dip size of 37 spikes/sec (range: 8 to 83

spikes/sec) but a mean undershoot of only 10 spikes/sec.

Although the pulse and dip were qualitatively symmetric, quantitative analysis revealed

a distinct on/off-asymmetry in the simple-spike response during the initiation of pursuit. The

dip size is, on average, only about half as big as the pulse size. This quantitative asymmetry is

at least partially the result of saturation. In many cases, the GVP-cell completely stopped firing

so the measured dip in firing rate may have been smaller than it might have been, had the

resting rate of the GVP-cell been higher. Furthermore, large changes in inhibition are

compressed into small changes in firing rate. For example, if the GVP-cell is silent for 200

msec, the nadir in firing rate is 5 spikes/sec, while if the P-cell remains silent for 500 msec, the

nadir is 2 spikes/sec. Consequently a 300 msec increase in the time that the GVP-cell is

completely inhibited can translate into only a 3 spikes/sec change in firing rate.
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Fig. 18. Simple-spike responses of three GVP-cells during the
initiation of pursuit to step-ramp motion in the off-direction.
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For a few GVP-cells, the pulse began before the initiation of eye movement, but for

most, the onset of the pulse followed the onset of pursuit. For 34 ipsi GVP-cells, the mean

latency of the pulse response to ipsilaterally-directed target motion was 110 msec (range: 87 to

144 msec). For seven down GVP-cells, the pulse response to downward motion had a mean

latency of 109 msec (range: 87 to 141 msec). For the remaining cells, the extremely irregular

firing rate prevented the accurate measurement of latency. Eye movement had a latency of 90

to 100 msec so the pulse followed the onset of pursuit by 10 to 20 msec. The mean latency in

the simple-spike response to step-ramp motion in the off-direction was 97 msec (range: 74 to

139 msec) for 33 ipsi GVP-cells and 118 msec (range: 96 to 131 msec) for eight down

GVP-Cells.

Our population of GVP-cells showed a great deal of variability in the relationship

between the size of the pulse (dip) and step responses. In the on-direction, some GVP-cells

showed steady-state step increases that were quite small or non-existent (Fig. 16, GVP-cell

#2), while others showed little or no pulse preceding the steady-state response (Fig. 16,

GVP-cell #3). Similarly, in the off-direction, some GVP-cells showed little or no steady-state

step response (Fig. 18, GVP-cell #5) while others showed little or no undershoot (Fig. 18, GVP

cell #6).

The time course of the pulse response was also variable. Some, like GVP-cell #2 (Fig.

16) had a very brisk pulse response that decayed quite rapidly in a nearly exponential manner.

Others like GVP-cell #1 (Fig. 16) had a more sustained pulse response so that the firing rate

remained high longer before decaying down to the steady-state level. The two examples in

figure 16 represent the two extremes of a continuum rather than two subgroups within the

GVP-cell population. The mean time-to-peak measured from the onset of target motion for the

62 ipsi GVP-cells was 204 msec (range: 97 to 430 msec). Given that the response latency is

about 110 msec, the firing rate, on average, reached a peak within 100 msec of the response
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onset and during the first 150 msec of pursuit. The mean time-to-peak for the down GVP-cells

was slightly longer (mean: 272 msec; range: 172 to 441 msec).

We measured the peak response of 18 ipsi GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit at

more than one ramp speed. Plots of peak response (pulse and dip size) as a function of ramp

speed reveal three important features (Fig. 19; A and B are separate merely for clarity). First,

as discussed above, the peak response was directionally-selective. Second, again as

discussed above, the response was asymmetric, with the pulses generally larger than the dips.

Third, although the pulse size of some GVP-cells was weakly affected by changes in target

speed, the pulse size was generally unaffected by doubling the ramp speed from 15 to 30

deg/sec. In the on-direction, nine GVP-cells had a larger peak response at 15 deg/sec, eight

had a larger response at 30 deg/sec, and one had the same peak response for both ramp

speeds. The pulse size was, on average, 80 spikes/sec for 15 deg/sec ramps and 76

spikes/sec for 30 deg/sec ramps. We examined the peak response of six of these GVP-cells

for a wider range of target speeds (45 and 60 deg/sec, in addition to 15 and 30 deg/sec). As

shown in figure 19C, four of the six GVP-cells did show a weak increase in pulse size with

increasing ramp speed up to 60 deg/sec. The average pulse sizes of the six GVP-cells at

ipsilateral 15, 30, 45, and 60 deg/sec were 97, 105, 123, and 141 spikes/sec, respectively.

Unfortunately, our sample is too small for us to estimate what fraction of GVP-cells emit pulses

whose size encodes target speed (as the four GVP-cells in Fig. 19C appear to). Furthermore,

our range of ramp speeds was too restricted to examine the possibility that GVP-cells might

respond selectively to particular range of ramp speeds.

Changing the visual stimulus used in the step-ramp paradigm greatly changed the

pulse response of a few GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit. We recorded from 24 ipsi

GVP-cells during step-ramps with two different-sized targets: 1) a small target (a small moving

spot) and 2) a large target (a small spot moving together with a 20 by 15 deg textured

background). Figure 20 shows the response of the ipsi GVP-cell with the most dramatic
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Fig. 19. Peak response size versus target speed.
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Fig. 20. Effect of changing target size on the simple-spike
pulse response of a GVP-cell during the initiation of pursuit.
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difference between its pulse responses under the two visual conditions. The pulse is both

smaller and shorter during initiation of pursuit to the large target (pattern) than it is during the

initiation of pursuit to the small target (spot). The eye-velocity traces indicate that pursuit of

the large target is slightly more vigorous. The small difference in eye velocity is, therefore, in

the wrong direction to account for the effect on the pulse. Nine GVP-cells showed a more

transient pulse in response to the large target. Of these, four GVP-cells showed, in addition, a

reduction in the pulse size for pursuit of the large target. However, the pulse response of the

majority of the GVP-cells tested was unaffected by the change in target size.

Since the large pulse of simple spikes during the initiation of pursuit was associated

with both a visual input and a large eye acceleration, it was important to know whether a large

eye acceleration produced by a non-visual stimulus would also elicit a pulse response in

GVP-cells. We examined the simple-spike response of 42 ipsi GVP-cells during the rapid

ipsilaterally-directed eye acceleration produced by a contralaterally-directed change in head

velocity. The change in head velocity was 30 deg/sec in magnitude and took about 50 msec to

complete (Fig. 3). We imposed the rapid change in head velocity under two visual conditions:

while the monkey fixated a small, stationary spot or in complete darkness. Fourteen

milliseconds after the onset of head motion, the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) produced an eye

velocity response in the opposite direction whether the monkey was fixating (Light) or in

complete darkness (Dark)(Fig. 21). The resulting ipsilaterally-directed eye acceleration was

around 600 deg/secz which is larger than that during the initiation of pursuit. When the fixation

light was on, the latency of the vestibulo-ocular reflex caused a transient period of retinal slip

because the eyes initially moved with the head. The image on the retina of the stationary

fixation light, therefore, initially moved in the opposite direction creating ipsilaterally-directed

retinal slip that peaked at 8 deg/sec and lasted 50 msec.

When head motion was used to elicit a rapid eye acceleration, GVP-cells showed only

a small simple-spike response as compared to the response during the initiation of pursuit. We
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will conclude that GVP-cells are not sensitive to eye acceleration per se although alternate

interpretations will be addressed (see Discussion). Figure 21 illustrates the typical simple

spike response of an ipsi GVP-cell to contralaterally-directed rapid changes in head velocity.

This ipsi GVP-cell showed a slight decrease in firing (downward arrow) during the rapid

ipsilaterally-directed eye acceleration generated by the vestibular stimulus whether the monkey

was fixating a small spot (Light) or in complete darkness (Dark). During the visually-driven

ipsilaterally-directed eye acceleration at the onset of pursuit, however, the same GVP-cell

responded with a large pulse of simple spikes (pulse size: 96 spikes/sec; overshoot: 68

spikes/sec). In general, during the eye acceleration generated by rapid changes in head

velocity, some GVP-cells showed a slight increase in firing and some, like the cell in figure 21,

showed the converse but not one of the 42 ipsi GVP-cells had a response as vigorous as those

commonly found during the initiation of pursuit (see GVP-cells #1 and #2 in Fig. 16). The

average responses of 27 ipsi GVP-cells were smooth enough to do quantitative analysis. The

mean peak simple-spike response (peak firing rate during the rapid ipsilaterally-directed eye

acceleration minus resting rate) was 22 spikes/sec, less than half the size of the average

overshoot during pursuit initiation. Only six of the 27 ipsi GVP-cells had a peak response that

was greater than 30 spikes/sec. These six ipsi GVP-cells, however, did not have particularly

large pulses during the initiation of pursuit. In fact, the GVP-cell with the largest excitatory

response during rapid changes in head velocity (67 spikes/sec) showed a much smaller

overshoot response during the initiation of pursuit (30 spikes/sec). The remaining 21 GVP

cells had peak responses during rapid changes in head velocity that were less than 25

spikes/sec (mean: 15 spikes/sec). However, during the initiation of pursuit, these same 21

GVP-cells had overshoots that averaged 38 spikes/sec and ranged up to 136 spikes/sec.

Examining this systematically, the small peak response during the reflexively-generated eye

acceleration response to our vestibular stimulus showed no correlation with the large overshoot
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seen during the voluntary eye acceleration response to visual motion during pursuit initiation

(r: 0.09).

There was a large long-latency peak in the simple-spike response to contralaterally

directed head motion for all 27 P-cells tested with the trapezoidal head motion (Fig. 3B). The

peak, clearly visible in the response shown in figure 21 (horizontal arrows), was present in

complete darkness (rightward arrow) so it is not a visual response. The peak occurred, on

average, 132 msec after the onset of head motion, long after the eye acceleration phase of the

response, so it is unlikely to be a response to the initial eye acceleration. However, the same

type of peak was found, at shorter latency, in the responses of primary vestibular afferents with

irregular firing rates (Goldberg and Fernandez, 1971; Lisberger and Pavelko, 1986). The mean

latency of the peak, measured for 16 irregular primary vestibular afferents, was 79 msec

(Lisberger and Pavelko, personal communication). The response in GVP-cells is, therefore,

most probably a vestibular response, possibly the result of the rebound in head velocity at the

end of the rapid change (see the head velocity trace in Fig. 21).

Rapid changes in head velocity also revealed that some GVP-cells had a weak

sensitivity to small retinal slip. We compared the simple-spike response of 26 ipsi GVP-cells to

rapid changes in head velocity when the monkey fixated a small spot and in complete

darkness. In figure 21, notice that the simple-spike traces during fixation (Light) and in the

dark (Dark) begin to diverge at latency of around 120 msec after the onset of a contralaterally

directed rapid change in head velocity (leftmost upward arrow). The eye-velocity traces,

however, are nearly identical. For all 26 GVP-cells, in the 80-msec interval preceding the

onset of head motion, the mean firing rate was the same both in the dark and with the fixation

light on (mean absolute value of the difference: 2 spikes/sec; peak difference: 5 spikes/sec).

However, in the interval 120 to 200 msec after the Stimulus onset, six GVP-cells had a mean

visually-driven increase of 8 spikes/sec (range: 6 to 10 spikes/sec) and three GVP-cells

showed a mean decrease of 12 spikes/sec (range: 8 to 15 spikes/sec). Following ipsilaterally
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directed steps in head velocity, in the interval 120 to 200 msec after the onset of head motion,

the presence of the fixation light produced, for eleven GVP-cells, a reduction in firing rate

(mean reduction: 12 spikes/sec; range: 6 to 19) and, for three GVP-cells, an increase in firing

rate (mean increase: 13 spikes/sec; range: 6 to 18). All in all, 16 of the 26 GVP-cells showed

some dark-light difference in their simple-spike response to rapid changes in head velocity in

the 120 to 200 msec interval after the onset of the stimulus (interval between the upward

arrows in Fig. 21).

Weak visual responses of GVP-cells to visual inputs not directly related to pursuit:

Motion of a small spot alone (during fixation of another stationary spot) was a poor

stimulus for GVP-cells. For the 14 ipsi GVP-cells tested, the mean sensitivity to retinal-slip

velocity was only 0.09 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.02 to 0.26). Three GVP-cells,

however, did show significant modulation in this paradigm. Since this paradigm produced very

little eye movement (less than 0.5 deg/sec), this result suggests that a few GVP-cells have a

weak visual response to sinusoidal motion of a small spot even during fixation.

During fixation, even large-field visual motion was generally ineffective in producing

simple-spike responses in GVP-cells. Twenty-three GVP-cells (18 ipsi, 5 down) were tested

with visual motion of a large-field patterned background, during fixation of a small stationary

spot at center gaze. We used triangle-wave motion and calculated the average firing rate for

each direction of background motion along the preferred axis. Using an 11 or 29 deg/sec

stimulus, seven (4 ipsi, 3 down) of 22 GVP-cells (32%) showed a small but "significant" (more

than a three standard error) difference in simple-spike firing rate when the background moved

in one direction as opposed to the other. All four ipsi GVP-cells showed an increase in firing

rate for ipsilaterally-directed background motion. One down GVP-cell showed an increase

during downward motion and two down GVP-cells showed an increase during upward motion.
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The mean sensitivity to background velocity (difference in firing rate divided by two times the

background speed) was 0.14 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.00 to 0.61 spikes/sec per

deg/sec; mean for the seven GVP-cells whose response was significant: 0.33 spikes/sec per

deg/sec). A small-amplitude, low-velocity, triangle-wave stimulus (0.6 deg/sec, ■ 0.5

excursion)) was less effective. Only one of 22 GVP-cells tested had a significant response.

Despite the fixation spot, background motion produced some optokinetic eye movement that

the monkey was unable to suppress (< 1 deg/sec). However, for the seven GVP-cells

mentioned above, the responses to background motion were either in the wrong direction or an

order of magnitude too large to be accounted for by the cells' sensitivity to eye velocity.

During sinusoidal pursuit, large-field (background) visual inputs generally had only a

small effect on the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells. However, the background effect was

variable and, in a few cells, was quite large. We tested 24 (19 ipsi and 5 down) GVP-cells

during sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) under more than one of three possible visual

conditions: 1) with a small target spot moving over a dark background, 2) with a small target

spot moving together with a large-field textured background, and 3) with a small target spot

moving over a stationary large-field textured background. Sixteen or 67% of the GVP-cells

tested (12 ipsi, 4 down) had more than a 20% change in eye-velocity sensitivity during pursuit

with either the moving or stationary background as compared to the standard eye-velocity

sensitivity measured during pursuit over a dark background. When the background moved

with the target, ten GVP-cells showed a larger than 20% increase in eye-velocity sensitivity,

only one showed a decrease greater than 20%, and 13 showed little or no (< 20%) change.

The effect ranged from a 76% reduction to a 66% increase in eye-velocity sensitivity. When

the monkey pursued the target across a stationary background, seven GVP-cells showed a

larger than 20% increase in eye-velocity sensitivity, only one showed a decrease, and 15

showed little or no change. The effect ranged from a 44% reduction to a 36% increase in eye

velocity sensitivity. The phase of the simple-spike response generally was unaffected by
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background visual inputs. However, five GVP-cells did show a shift in the phase of the

response that was 15 deg or more in at least one of the background paradigms.

The background effects during pursuit were not merely due to a change in the contrast

or total luminance of the visual stimulus. Nearly all (13 of 15) of the GVP-cells whose simple

spike response during pursuit was enhanced by more than 20% in the presence of the

background, showed an increase in eye-velocity sensitivity with either in-phase or out-of-phase

background motion but not both while the total luminance and the contrast were the same in

both cases. In addition, the small differences in the pursuit response in the three visual

conditions were taken into consideration by measuring the background effects as changes in

eye-velocity sensitivity (the ratio of the modulation in simple-spike firing rate to the modulation

in eye velocity).

OCulomotor simple-Spike response during Steady-state pursuit:

The simple-spike response of GVP-cells during steady-state pursuit in the on-direction

was generally a step increase in firing rate that is related to eye velocity (Fig. 16, GVP-cells #1

and #3). For the same 62 ipsi and 19 down GVP-cells as mentioned on page 49, we

measured the steady-state simple-spike firing rate, in the 100 to 150 msec period starting 550

msec (occasionally 400 msec) after the onset of 30 deg/sec target motion. For the ipsi

GVP-cells, the step size (steady-state firing rate minus resting rate) is rather evenly distributed

around a mean value of 29 spikes/sec (Fig. 22A). The mean step response is well-predicted

by the eye-velocity sensitivity of these cells measured during sinusoidal pursuit. The mean

eye-velocity sensitivity (1.03 spikes/sec per deg/sec) times the mean steady-state eye velocity

(28.2 deg/sec) yields an expected response of 29 spikes/sec. Similarly, for the down

GVP-cells, the distribution of steady-state step sizes (Fig. 22B) had a mean of 36 spikes/sec

step increase in firing rate which, again, was well-predicted by the eye-velocity sensitivity of
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these cells. The mean eye-velocity sensitivity (1.41 spikes/sec per deg/sec) times the mean

steady-state eye-velocity (23.8 deg/sec) yields a expected response of 34 spikes/sec.

The step response of GVP-cells was directionally-selective. Most GVP-cells showed a

step decrease in simple-spike firing rate during steady-state pursuit in the off-direction.

However, the off-direction step was smaller than the on-direction step for 52 of 75 GVP-cells.

For the ipsi GVP-cells, the asymmetry between the on and off-direction responses was

particularly severe. The mean steady-state response during off-direction pursuit was a step

decrease of only 13 spikes/sec (range: 55 spike/sec increase to 44 spike/sec decrease), less

than half the size of the on-direction step response. This is partially due to the fact that 14 ipsi

GVP-cells actually showed an increase in steady-state firing rate during off-direction pursuit

albeit a smaller increase than in the on-direction (Fig. 18, GVP-cell #5). For the down

GVP-cells, the mean steady-state response during off-direction pursuit was a step decrease in

firing rate of 27 spikes/sec (range: 5 to 63 spike/sec decrease). This is only slightly smaller

than the mean on-direction step response. Not one down GVP-cell showed an increase in

firing rate during steady-state upward pursuit.

The quantitative asymmetry between the on and off-direction step responses is not

due to an asymmetry in eye velocity. The eye velocity during steady-state pursuit of 30

deg/sec target motion was nearly the same during ipsilaterally- and contralaterally-directed

pursuit (about 28 deg/sec) or during upward and downward pursuit (around 23 deg/sec). The

steady-state response, measured as eye-velocity sensitivity (step size divided by steady-state

eye velocity) was, therefore, still asymmetric. For the ipsi GVP-cells, the mean eye-velocity

sensitivity measured during ipsilaterally-directed steady-state pursuit was 1.08 spikes/sec per

deg/sec while that measured during contralaterally-directed steady-state pursuit was only 0.50

spikes/sec per deg/sec. For the down GVP-cells, the mean downward eye-velocity sensitivity

measured during steady-state pursuit was 1.48 spikes/sec per deg/sec while the mean upward

eye-velocity sensitivity was 1.22 spikes/sec per deg/sec. Although the weak asymmetry for the
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down GVP-cells can be explained by saturation, the strong asymmetry for the ipsi GVP-cells

cannot because of the significant number of ipsi GVP-cells that showed a step increase in firing

rate during off-direction pursuit.

The steady-state simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells was generally monotonically

related to eye velocity. Figure 23 shows three plots of steady-state step response versus

steady-state eye velocity. For 21 ipsi GVP-cells tested with ramp speeds of 15 and 30 deg/sec

(including those whose pulse response is shown in Fig. 19), the mean step sizes for 30

deg/sec contralateral, 15 deg/sec contralateral, 15 deg/sec ipsilateral, and 30 deg/sec

ipsilateral were -11, -6, 19, and 30 spikes/sec, respectively. The previously described

asymmetry between the on- and the off-direction responses is clearly visible in figure 23: the

average slope in the on-direction is greater than that in the off-direction and a few GVP-cells

showed step increases in firing rate during pursuit in the off-direction. For six GVP-cells, the

steady-state step size versus eye velocity is plotted in figure 23C for a slightly more extensive

range of ramp speeds (15, 30, and 45 deg/sec). The step size of all six showed a quasilinear

relationship (r:- 0.85) to eye velocity with the same sensitivity as during sinusoidal pursuit

(mean slope: 1.09 spikes/sec per deg/sec).

The steady-state step in the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells is either a response

to eye velocity or to residual retinal slip. During steady-state pursuit of horizontal 30-deg/sec

ramp motion, eye velocity is around 28 deg'sec. The monkey is therefore experiencing about 2

deg/sec of retinal slip with eye position lagging behind target position by less than a degree. In

order to directly assess the relative contribution of eye-velocity and visual signals to the step

response, we measured the simple-spike responses of 21 ipsi GVP-cells during steady-state

pursuit of 30-deg/sec target motion under two visual conditions. In one case, we measured the

normal "closed-loop" steady-state response during pursuit of a small spot over a dark

background. In this case, as described above, the monkey experienced residual retinal slip. In

the second case, we measured the "open-loop" steady-state response during pursuit of a small
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Fig. 23. Steady-state step size versus eye speed.
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spot over a dark background with the image of the spot electronically stabilized on the fovea

(see Methods). In this case, the monkey did not experience any residual retinal image motion.

The steady-state step response of GVP-cells is sustained even in the absence of

residual visual inputs. All but one of 21 ipsi GVP-cells carried a non-visual, eye-velocity signal

that was revealed during open-loop steady-state pursuit in at least one direction. During

steady-state ipsilaterally-directed pursuit, 17 of 20 ipsi GVP-cells showed a step increase in

firing rate under open-loop conditions. Figure 24 shows the average response of an ipsi

GVP-cell during open-loop pursuit trials. The GVP-cell maintained its elevated steady-state

level of firing despite the fact that, after open-loop conditions were imposed (at the arrow), the

monkey was experiencing virtually no retinal image motion. Two GVP-cells showed no steady

state response in either the open-loop or closed-loop paradigms. Only one GVP-cell showed a

small steady-state step increase during closed-loop that did not persist during open-loop

pursuit. During steady-state contralaterally-directed pursuit, 14 of 21 GVP-cells showed a step

decrease in firing rate during open-loop tracking. Five showed no steady-state response in

either the open-loop or closed-loop paradigms. Two GVP-cells showed a steady-state

increase in firing rate during closed-loop off-direction pursuit but no steady-state response

during open-loop tracking. Not one GVP-cell showed a step decrease that was not sustained

in the open-loop condition.

The on/off-direction asymmetry in the step response persists under open-loop

conditions indicating an underlying asymmetry in the oculomotor signal carried by ipsi

GVP-cells. The mean ipsilateral open-loop eye velocity sensitivity was 1.21 spikes/sec per

deg'sec while the mean contralateral open-loop eye-velocity sensitivity was 0.56 spikes/sec per

deg/sec. Although the mean on/off-asymmetry was the same during open- and closed-loop

pursuit, we never saw a step increase in firing rate during steady-state off-direction pursuit in

the open-loop condition.
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Eye-velocity sensitivity measured during the sinusoidal pursuit paradigm is a

surprisingly accurate measure of the true (open-loop) eye-velocity sensitivity of GVP-cells.

Despite the often severe asymmetry in the open-loop response, a plot of the eye-velocity

sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit versus open-loop eye-velocity sensitivity,

averaged for both directions of ramp motion, is linear (r: 0.89) with a slope of 0.78 (Fig. 25A).

However, a similar plot of eye-velocity sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit versus

eye-velocity sensitivity measured during closed-loop steady-state pursuit for the same

GVP-cells (Fig. 25B) has a distinctly weaker correlation (r: 0.62). This suggests that the small

but sustained visual inputs during steady-state closed-loop tracking at 30 deg/sec may

contaminate the measurement of eye-velocity sensitivity.

Systematic analysis revealed that the steady-state step response was almost always

greater in the open-loop condition than in the closed-loop condition for pursuit of 30 deg/sec

ramp motion in either direction (Fig. 26). A plot of steady-state simple-spike firing rate during

closed-loop pursuit versus that during open-loop shows that 1) during ipsilaterally-directed

pursuit, the simple-spike firing rate was nearly always higher in the open-loop condition (Fig.

26A), and 2) symmetrically, the steady-state firing rate during contralaterally-directed pursuit

was nearly always lower in the open-loop condition (Fig. 26B). This difference indicates that

residual visual signals generally diminish the magnitude of the steady-state step response.

The open-loop/closed-loop difference of the step response is too great to be accounted

for by the small (<3 deg/sec) difference between steady-state eye velocity in the two visual

Conditions. The difference, therefore, is still apparent even when the steady-state response is

measured as an eye-velocity sensitivity (step size divided by eye velocity). The mean eye

velocity sensitivity, measured during ipsilaterally-directed 30 deg/sec steady-state open-loop

pursuit was 1.21 spikes/sec per deg/sec while that during closed-loop pursuit was only 0.88

Spikes/sec per deg/sec. Similarly, the mean eye-velocity sensitivity measured during
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Fig. 25. Sinusoidal versus ramp eye-velocity sensitivity.
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contralaterally-directed pursuit was 0.56 spikes/sec per deg/sec during open-loop but only 0.27

spikes/sec per deg/sec during closed-loop pursuit.

During steady-state pursuit, the discrepancy between the closed-loop and the open

loop eye-velocity sensitivities is much more pronounced for 30 deg/sec ramps than it is for 15

deg/sec ramps. A plot of closed-loop versus open-loop steady-state eye-velocity sensitivity for

ipsilaterally-directed 30 deg/sec ramps (Fig.27A) shows that the closed-loop step response to

30 deg/sec ramps is a systematic 40% underestimate of the open-loop step response (slope:

0.57; r. 0.92). The result was quite different for 15 deg/sec ramps. For steady-state pursuit in

the on-direction, a plot of eye-velocity sensitivity during closed-loop 15 deg/sec ramps versus

open-loop eye-velocity sensitivity (Fig. 27B) indicates that the closed-loop step response

measured during slower 15 deg/sec ramps can be accurately predicted by the true (open-loop)

eye-velocity sensitivity (slope: 0.94; r. 0.94). The simplest explanation of these results is that

the 40% decrement in eye-velocity sensitivity during closed-loop 30 deg/sec ramps (Fig. 27A)

is caused by residual visual inputs. The mean eye velocity was 29.7 deg/sec with the eye

lagging 0.1 deg behind the target. The absence of a open-loop/closed-loop difference during

pursuit of 15 deg/sec ramps (Fig. 27B) is most likely due to the absence of small retinal errors

since pursuit behavior was nearly perfect at that lower target speed. The mean steady-state

eye velocity was 15.0 deg/sec with the eye 0.1 deg ahead of the target. Systematic analysis of

the effect of imposed small retinal errors on the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells will be

necessary to resolve this issue clearly.
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Fig. 27. Closed-loop vs open-loop eye-velocity sensitivity.
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Results - Section three

Visual complex-spike response of gaze-velocity Purkinje cells

During sinusoidal smooth pursuit, the complex-spike firing rate of gaze-velocity

Purkinje cells (GVP-cells) modulated out-of-phase with the simple-spike firing rate (Fig. 28).

This section is devoted to evaluating two equally possible interpretations. Is the modulation in

complex-spike firing rate an oculomotor response related to the pursuit eye movements

themselves or a visual response to the small, residual retinal slip produced by inaccuracies in

pursuit? We show that the complex-spike response is visual by demonstrating 1) that retinal

slip is sufficient to drive complex spikes and 2) that retinal slip consistently precedes complex

spikes during sinusoidal pursuit.

Complex-Spike responses during sinusoidal tracking behavior:

During smooth pursuit of sinusoidal target motion (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) along the

preferred axis, the complex-spike firing rate of all 38 GVP-cells tested increased when the

simple-spike firing rate decreased. Figure 28 shows an example of the typical response of an

ipsi GVP-cell during pursuit of a small spot moving sinusoidally along the horizontal meridian

over a dark background. For this and all 22 ipsi GVP-cells, the complex spikes occurred

predominantly during contralaterally-directed eye and target motion while the simple-spike

firing rate increased during ipsilaterally-directed eye and target motion. For all 16 down

GVP-cells, the complex spikes occurred predominantly during upward target motion while the

simple-spike firing rate increased during downward target motion.
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Fig. 28. Out-of-phase modulation of the simple
and complex-spike firing rate during pursuit.
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We quantified the modulation in the complex-spike firing rate by measuring the

difference between the average complex-spike firing rates in the quarter cycles centered

around peak target velocity in the on- and off-directions. For the GVP-cell in figure 28, 34

cycles of sinusoidal tracking produced 24 complex spikes in the 500 msec interval centered on

peak contralaterally-directed target velocity (mean firing rate: 1.41 complex-spikes/sec) and

only 4 complex spikes in the 500-msec interval centered on peak ipsilaterally-directed target

velocity (mean firing rate: 0.24 complex-spikes/sec). This yields a peak-to-peak modulation in

firing rate of 1.17 complex-spikes/sec. The mean peak-to-peak modulation was 0.84 complex

spikes/sec for the 22 ipsi GVP-cells (range: 0.16 to 1.58) and was 1.05 complex-spikes/sec for

the 16 down GVP-cells (range: 0.13 to 1.85).

Figure 29 shows an analysis of the directional tuning of the complex-spike responses

of GVP-cells. It plots the peak-to-peak modulation in complex-spike firing rate during

horizontal pursuit versus that during vertical pursuit for the seven ipsi (circles) and nine down

(squares) GVP-cells tested during pursuit along both axes. Thirteen (81%) of these GVP-cells

showed weaker modulation during sinusoidal smooth pursuit along the axis orthogonal to their

preferred direction for simple-spike responses. For the ipsi GVP-cells, the mean magnitude of

the peak-to-peak modulation was only 0.41 complex-spikes/sec during vertical pursuit as

opposed to 0.78 complex-spikes/sec during horizontal pursuit. For the down GVP-cells, the

difference was larger: 0.32 complex-spikes/sec during horizontal pursuit versus 1.14 complex

spikes/sec during vertical pursuit. Despite the overlap in the distributions of the ipsi and down

GVP-cells, on average, the two populations had distinctly different directional preferences. We

defined the population response of both the ipsi and down GVP-cells (the arrows in Fig. 29)

using the mean horizontal and vertical components of every point within each population and

assuming that the components add linearly. The population response of the ipsi GVP-cells

was 0.84 complex-spikes/sec in magnitude and had an apparent preferred direction 23

degrees up from the horizontal meridian. The population response of the down GVP-cells was
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1.15 complex-spikes/sec in magnitude and had an apparent preferred direction 6 degrees off

the vertical meridian.

The complex-spike response of GVP-cells during sinusoidal smooth pursuit became

more vigorous at higher frequencies of target motion (always + 10 deg excursion). For 13 of

15 GVP-cells (nine ipsi and six down) tested at more than one stimulus frequency (at 0.2

and/or 1.0 Hz, in addition to the usual 0.5 Hz), the peak-to-peak modulation of complex-spike

firing rate increased as a function of stimulus frequency. For the nine GVP-cells (seven ipsi

and two down) that we were able to test at all three stimulus frequencies, the mean

peak-to-peak modulation was 0.77, 1.05, and 1.91 complex-spikes/sec at 0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz,

respectively.

Since changing the frequency of target motion changed the size of the interval used to

compute the complex-spike firing rate, we reanalyzed the complex-spike data, quantifying the

response as the probability of a complex spike firing in the preferred quarter cycle given that a

complex spike occurs at all. The preferred quarter cycle was defined as that centered on peak

contralaterally-directed eye velocity for the ipsi GVP-cells and that centered on peak upward

eye velocity for the down GVP-cells. A probability of 0.25 would indicate that complex spikes

were occurring randomly while a probability of 1.0 would indicate that complex spikes were

occurring exclusively in the preferred quarter cycle. For the ipsi GVP-cell response illustrated

in figure 28, there were 67 complex spikes per full cycle of the histogram and 24 complex

spikes in the quarter cycle centered on peak contralaterally-directed target velocity. The

complex spikes of this GVP-cell, therefore, occurred in the preferred quarter cycle with a

probability of 0.36. During sinusoidal pursuit at 0.5 Hz, the 22 ipsi GVP-cells fired complex

spikes in the preferred interval with a probability of 0.39 or about 57% better than random and

the 16 down GVP-cells did so with a probability of 0.43 or 70% better than random. For 11 of

the 14 GVP-cells shown in figure 30, the ability of the climbing-fiber input to recognize the

preferred part of the cycle improved with increasing stimulus frequency. For eight GVP-cells
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tested at all three frequencies, the probability of complex spikes recognizing the preferred

quarter cycle was, on average, 0.34, 0.41, and 0.54, at 0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz, respectively.

During sinusoidal pursuit, the complex-spike response of GVP-cells remained phase

locked with the motion of the small target spot even in the presence of a moving or stationary

large-field visual background. The complex-spike response of four ipsi GVP-cells maintained

its preference for contralaterally-directed target motion and that of three down GVP-cells

continued to prefer upward target motion. However, the visual background did have small

effects. The complex-spike response was slightly enhanced if the background moved along

with the target. For the seven GVP-cells tested during sinusoidal pursuit of small spot both

over a dark background and with a large-field textured background moving in-phase with the

spot, the mean peak-to-peak modulation in complex-spike firing rate was 1.24 and 1.40

complex-spikes/sec, respectively. Pursuit across a stationary background had the opposite

effect. For the six GVP-cells tested during sinusoidal pursuit both over a dark background and

over a stationary large-field textured background, the mean modulation in complex-spike firing

rate was 1.24 and 0.85 complex-spikes/sec, respectively.

Modulation in the complex-spike firing rate did not require eye movement. Seventeen

of nineteen ipsi GVP-cells showed an increase in complex-spike activity out-of-phase with the

increase in simple-spike activity when the monkey tracked a small target spot that moved

exactly with sinusoidal head rotation at 0.5 Hz, + 10 degrees (head-only tracking or VOR

cancellation). The complex spikes of ipsi GVP-cells occurred predominantly during

contralaterally-directed head (and target) motion while the simple-spike firing rate increased

during motion in the opposite direction. For the 17 ipsi GVP-cells, the mean peak-to-peak

modulation was 0.81 complex-spikes/sec (range: 0.16 to 1.86) which is close to that during

sinusoidal pursuit. Figure 31 plots the peak-to-peak modulation in the complex-spike firing rate

during VOR cancellation versus that during pursuit and shows that the two responses had

similar magnitudes on a cell-by-cell basis. If four outlying points are removed (filled circles),
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the data from the remaining 15 GVP-cells (open circles) are fit well by a straight line (r: 0.86;

slope: 0.75; intercept: 0.04). The complex-spike activity of ipsi GVP-cells also modulated

weakly during the horizontal head rotation while the monkey fixated a stationary target

(horizontal VOR). Eight of ten ipsi GVP-cells showed an increase in complex-spike firing rate

during ipsilaterally-directed head velocity. The mean peak-to-peak modulation during the VOR

for these eight GVP-cells was 0.58 complex-spikes/sec (range: 0.11 to 1.24).

Visual inputs are sufficient to drive complex Spikes:

GVP-cells had a directionally-selective complex-spike response during the initiation of

pursuit to step-ramp target motion. The directional preference is opposite that of the simple

spike response. Figure 32 shows the complex-spike response of an ipsi GVP-cell to step-ramp

target motion at 30 deg/sec. About 100 msec after the onset of contralaterally directed target

motion, there is an increase in complex-spike firing and a concomitant decrease in simple

spike firing (Fig. 32A). There are 13 complex spikes in the 100 to 200 msec interval after the

onset of contralaterally-directed ramps with 52 trials incorporated into the histogram (mean

complex-spike firing rate: 2.50 complex-spikes/sec). Around 100 msec after the onset of

ipsilaterally-directed target motion, there is a decrease in complex-spike firing accompanying

the increase in simple-spike firing (Fig. 32B). There are no complex spikes in the 100 to 200

msec interval following onset of ipsilaterally-directed target motion with 28 trials incorporated

into the histogram. In the 100 msec preceding target motion in either direction, there is a total

of 14 complex spikes for 80 trials (mean resting rate: 0.88 complex-spikes/sec).

Figure 33 summarizes the complex-spike response of 22 GVP-cells (11 ipsi and 11

down) to 30-deg/sec step-ramp target motion. We calculated the average complex-spike firing

rate in three different intervals: 1) 100 to 200 msec after the onset of ipsilaterally-directed or

downward target motion (left), 2) 100 msec preceding target motion (center), and 3) 100 to 200
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msec following contralaterally-directed or upward target motion (right). All 11 ipsi GVP-cells

(Fig. 33A) showed a higher complex-spike firing rate during contralaterally-directed ramp

motion than during ramp motion in the opposite direction. The mean resting rate was 0.66

complex-spikes/sec. The mean firing rate for contralaterally-directed ramps was 1.77 complex

spikes/sec while that for ipsilaterally-directed ramps was 0.34 complex-spikes/sec. All but one

of the 11 down GVP-cells had a higher complex-spike firing rate during upward ramp motion

than during downward motion (Fig. 33B). The mean resting rate was 1.02 complex-spikes/sec.

The mean complex-spike firing rate for upward ramps was 1.71 complex-spikes/sec while that

for downward motion was 0.40 complex-spikes/sec.

A transient vestibular stimulus allowed us to ascertain that the complex spikes were

responding to the retinal slip and not to the eye movement following step-ramp target motion.

We examined the complex-spike response of 14 ipsi GVP-cells during rapid changes in

horizontal head velocity. For 10 of the 14, we imposed trapezoidal head motion under two

visual conditions: in total darkness and while the monkey fixated a small spot at straight ahead

gaze (see Methods and Fig. 3B). In both cases, the vestibular stimulus produced, via the

vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), a rapid change in eye velocity of approximately equal magnitude,

in the opposite direction, with a latency of 14 msec (Fig. 34). By examining the complex-spike

response during rapid head and eye acceleration in the dark, we determined that there is no

pure vestibular or pure oculomotor climbing-fiber input to GVP-cells. In addition, by comparing

the complex-spike response in the dark with that during fixation of a small spot, we showed

that complex spikes are driven by the retinal slip (about 8 deg/sec in magnitude, 50 msec in

duration, and opposite in direction to the head motion) during rapid changes in head velocity

with the fixation light on.

Figure 34 shows post-stimulus-time histograms of complex-spike occurrences for one

ipsi GVP-cell in response to ipsilaterally-directed rapid changes in head velocity. In the

histogram constructed from responses during which the monkey was fixating a small spot
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(Light), there is a cluster of complex spikes approximately 100 msec after the onset of the

rapid changes in head velocity. In this situation, the latency of the VOR caused the monkey to

experience contralaterally-directed retinal slip. Ninety-five presentations of the stimulus with

the light on (Light) elicited 32 complex spikes in the interval 100 to 200 msec after the onset of

the stimulus. In contrast, 111 repetitions of the stimulus with the light off (Dark) produced only

eight complex spikes in the same interval. Conversely, rapid changes in head velocity in the

opposite direction with the fixation light on provided ipsilaterally-directed retinal slip and caused

a pronounced pause in complex-spike firing approximately 100 msec after the onset of head

motion.

Figure 35 compares the complex-spike firing rate of ipsi GVP-cells in three different

intervals: 1) 100 to 200 msec following the onset of head motion during fixation (left), 2) 100

msec preceding the stimulus (center), and 3) 100 to 200 msec following the onset of head

motion in the dark (right). In the interval preceding the stimulus or in the interval following the

stimulus in the dark, the complex-spike firing rate was always around 1 complex-spike/sec for

rapid changes in head velocity in either direction (Fig. 35 A & B). In both these situations, the

monkey experienced no retinal slip, in the first case, because there was no motion of the target

or the eyes, and, in the second case, because the animal was in complete darkness. Not one

GVP-cell showed a complex-spike response to rapid changes in head velocity in the dark

which suggests that the climbing-fiber input to GVP-cells is not a simple vestibular or

oculomotor signal.

Triangle wave head motion gave results that were consistent with the interpretation

drawn from the more rigorously controlled trapezoidal head motion paradigm. The complex

Spike responses of four ipsi GVP-cells were examined during triangle wave head motion which

provided rapid changes in head velocity in alternating directions with the fixation light always

on. All four showed a cluster of complex spikes in the post-stimulus-time histogram 100 to 200

msec following ipsilaterally-directed head motion (mean firing rate: 2.47 complex-spikes/sec)
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and a period of decreased or no complex-spike firing in the same interval following

contralaterally-directed head motion (mean firing rate: 0.10 complex-spikes/sec).

Visual motion produced vigorous complex-spike responses only when the visual input

was specifically related to a behaviorally-relevant target: motion of a small spot or of a large

field background during fixation was a poor stimulus for driving the climbing-fiber input to

GVP-cells. We examined the complex-spike response of eight ipsi GVP-cells to sinusoidal

motion (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) of a small spot while the monkey fixated a second small spot at

center gaze. Most GVP-cells showed no response at all. Although a few GVP-cells did

respond weakly, the phase of the response was inconsistent. We also measured the complex

spike firing rate of eight GVP-cells (4 ipsi, 4 down) during large field motion in each direction

along the preferred axis (+29 or 11 deg/sec, + 25 or 10 deg excursion) while the monkey

fixated a stationary spot at center gaze. The mean difference between the complex-spike firing

rates during motion in the two directions was only 0.34 complex-spikes/sec and the directional

preference was inconsistent. Slower, smaller-amplitude motion of the same large-field

stimulus (+0.6 deg/sec, + 0.5 deg excursion) was also largely ineffective in driving the complex

spikes of GVP-cells. For the 5 GVP-cells tested, the mean difference between the firing rates

in the two directions was only 0.41 complex-spikes/sec.

Visual inputs cause the complex-Spike response of GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit:

We have established 1) that the complex spikes of GVP-cells modulate their firing rate

during sinusoidal smooth pursuit and 2) that imposed retinal slip can cause complex-spike

responses. We now ask whether the sensitivity to visual motion is responsible for the

modulation of complex-spike firing during sinusoidal smooth pursuit: we used complex-spike

triggered averaging (see Methods) to determine the sensory and motor events that are

correlated temporally with complex spikes.
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Figure 36A shows the averages of eye position, target position, retinal velocity error

(target velocity minus eye velocity), and simple-spike firing rate centered on the complex

spikes of one ipsi GVP-cell (downward arrow) during horizontal sinusoidal smooth pursuit. The

transient separation of the eye and target position traces in the DIRECT average demonstrates

that pursuit performance was, on average, inadequate starting about 150 msec before complex

spikes and that this situation was remedied so that tracking was nearly perfect 300 msec later.

For this ipsi GVP-cell, the averaged retinal slip velocity peaked at 2.6 deg/sec contralateral, 94

msec before complex spikes. Figure 36B shows a similar set of average traces, centered

exactly one stimulus cycle after complex spikes. The flat retinal slip velocity trace in the

SHIFTED average controls for the possibility that the peak in the direct average is an

epiphenomenon resulting merely because both contralaterally-directed slip and complex spikes

occur in the same part of the stimulus cycle: it would have revealed any spurious or indirect

correlation between retinal slip and the stimulus while blurring events time-locked with the

complex spikes themselves.

Thirteen of the 22 ipsi GVP-cells behaved like the example in figure 36. They showed

a peak of retinal slip in the direct average (mean: 2.2 deg/sec contralateral; range: 0.2 to 3.4

deg/sec) approximately 90 msec (range: 69 to 119 msec) before complex spikes and a flat

retinal slip velocity trace in the shifted average. Quantitative analysis revealed that the mean

contralaterally-directed retinal slip was greater in the direct than in the shifted average for all

but one ipsi GVP-cell (mean difference: 1.0 deg/sec). Figure 37A (Fig. 38A also) plots the

mean retinal slip velocity in the 150 msec interval preceding complex spikes in the direct

average versus that in the same interval in the shifted average. As a control, a plot of the

mean retinal slip velocity in the interval 150 to 300 msec after complex spikes (Fig. 37B)

indicates no consistent difference between the direct and shifted averages (mean difference:

0.1 deg/sec). The results for the 16 down GVP-cells were similar. Seven down GVP-cells

behaved like the example in figure 36. They showed a clear peak in retinal slip velocity in the
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direct average (mean: 4.3 deg/sec upward; range: 2.5 to 6.4 deg/sec) approximately 102 mSec

(range: 84 to 124 msec) before complex spikes and a flat retinal slip velocity trace in the shifted

average. Quantitative analysis of the 150 msec interval preceding complex spikes (Fig. 38D)

revealed that the mean upward retinal slip was greater in the direct than in the shifted average

for all but one down GVP-cell (mean difference: 1.4 deg/sec).

Twenty-nine GVP-cells showed a transient dip in simple-spike firing rate following

complex spikes just as the cell in figure 36A. The dip was, on average, 18 simple-spikes/sec in

amplitude (range: 3 to 35 spikes/sec) and lasted 31 msec (range: 14 to 48 msec). A few

GVP-cells did not show a dip in the average simple-spike firing rate following complex spikes.

In these cells, the simple-spike firing rate was too low (interspike intervals of 25 to 100 msec)

for a 30 msec pause in simple-spike firing to be perceptible.

Not one GVP-cell showed a clear peak in retinal slip preceding complex spikes in the

direct average during sinusoidal smooth pursuit along the axis orthogonal to their preferred

axis. Figure 38 plots the mean retinal slip velocity in the 150 msec preceding complex spikes

in the direct average versus that in the shifted average for both ipsi and down GVP-cells during

both horizontal and vertical smooth pursuit (contralateral and upward slip were defined as

positive). As stated above, during pursuit along the preferred axis, both ipsi and down GVP

cells showed consistently more retinal slip in the direct than in the shifted average (Fig. 38A

and D). However, there was no consistent difference between the retinal slip in the direct and

shifted averages (mean difference: 0.0 deg/sec) for the seven ipsi GVP-cells tested during

sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical meridian (Fig. 38B) and there was only a small difference

between the mean retinal slip in the direct and shifted averages (mean difference: 0.4 deg/sec)

for the nine down GVP-cells tested during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal meridian (Fig.

38C).
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Results - Section four

Responses of oculomotor mossy fibers during pursuit

Of the 67 floccular single-units that were identified as mossy fibers according to criteria

described in the Methods, 45 mossy fibers responded during eye movement regardless of the

stimulus and had no vestibular response. We therefore classified them as oculomotor mossy

fibers (OMFs). The remaining 22 mossy fibers responded to vestibular stimuli and were

omitted from further analysis. The responses of OMFs during fixation and sinusoidal tracking

behavior were the same as described by others (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978b; Noda and

Suzuki, 1979c; Miles et al., 1980; Noda and Warabi, 1982). We now extend the earlier

descriptions by reporting the response of OMFs during the initiation of pursuit to step-ramp

target motion. The OMF response during the initiation of pursuit (Fig. 40) suggests that the

population OMFs can be divided into two groups: position-dominated OMFs and velocity

dominated OMFs. These two types of OMFs differ over a broad range of physiological

properties, a result that suggests that they represent two qualitatively different subsets of

OMFS.

Identification of OMFS:

OMFs were identified by the modulation of their firing rate during pursuit of sinusoidal

target motion with the head stationary (sinusoidal pursuit) and the lack of vestibular response

during tracking of a small spot that moved exactly with sinusoidal head rotation (VOR

cancellation). Figure 39 illustrates the response of two OMFs during sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz,

+ 10 deg). For OMF #1, the peak firing rate lagged peak contralaterally-directed eye velocity

by 54 degrees. We therefore called this unit a contra OMF. The firing rate of OMF #2 lagged
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peak downward eye velocity by 4 deg. We therefore called OMF #2 a down OMF. In contrast

to the heavy weighting of the down and ipsilateral preferred directions among GVP-cells, all

four cardinal directions of ocular motion are well represented among OMFs. Thirteen OMFs

preferred ipsilaterally-directed eye movement, 16 contralaterally-directed, 10 downward, and 6

upward. On average, the peak response of OMFs lagged eye velocity by 40 degrees (range: 4

to 73 deg lagging). In response to the same stimulus, the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells

led eye velocity by 9 degrees (range: 49 deg lagging to 74 deg leading).

The firing rate of OMFs, unlike that of GVP-cells, had a strong dependence on static

eye position in the orbit. For 39 of the 45 OMFs, we measured the firing rate while the monkey

fixated a small spot at various eccentricities along the preferred axis. Linear regression

revealed that firing rate was a linear function of eye position (r at least 0.80 and usually more

than 0.95). The mean eye-position sensitivity (slope from linear regression) was 2.91

spikes/sec per deg (range: 0.59 to 5.27) which is more than five times that of GVP-cells (see

section one). Furthermore, the preferred direction for static eye position was always the same

as that during sinusoidal pursuit.

Response during the initiation of pursuit to Step-ramp target motion:

The response during the initiation of pursuit segregates the OMFs into two qualitatively

different types: position-dominated OMFs (Fig. 40A) and velocity-dominated OMFs (Fig. 40B).

Of the 26 OMFs tested during the initiation of pursuit to 30-deg/sec ramp motion in the on

direction, most (16 or 62%) responded as did OMF #1 in figure 40A (the same OMF #1 as in

Fig. 39A) with slow non-saturating excitation dominated by an eye-position signal. The

remainder (10 or 38%) responded as did OMF #2 in figure 40B (the same OMF #2 as in Fig.

39B) with brisk but saturating excitation that appeared to be dominated by an eye-velocity

signal. In contrast to the GVP-cells, only one velocity-dominated OMF had an overshoot in its
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Fig. 40. Responses of two types of OMFs
during the initiation of pursuit.
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response. The remainder, like OMF #2, produced a remarkably accurate neural analog of eye

velocity.

Comparison of the position- and velocity-dominated OMFs:

Separate examination of the physiological properties of the two types of OMFs

revealed a systematic difference between the two types over a broad range of physiological

properties. For example, velocity-dominated OMFs generally responded to step-ramps at

shorter latencies than position-dominated OMFs. Figure 41 plots the distribution of latencies

with respect to the onset of pursuit for the entire population of OMFs. The mean latency was

20 msec after the onset of eye movement (range: 11 msec before to 61 msec after) and 123

msec (range: 87 to 209 msec) after the onset of target motion. Figures 41B and C show the

distributions for the two types of OMFs. The responses of position-dominated OMFs always

followed the initiation of pursuit (mean latency with respect to the onset of pursuit: 29 msec

after; range: 5 to 61 msec after). The responses of velocity-dominated OMFs, however, were

nearly nearly simultaneous with the onset of eye movement (mean latency: 4 msec after;

range: 11 msec before to 18 msec after).

Position-dominated OMFs generally had larger eye-position sensitivities than velocity

dominated OMFs. Figure 42 plots the distributions of eye-position sensitivities for the entire

population and for the identified position- and velocity-dominated OMFs. The mean eye

position sensitivity for the position-dominated OMFs was 3.44 spikes/sec per deg (range: 2.25

to 5.09) while that for the velocity-dominated OMFs was 2.21 spikes/sec per deg (range: 1.11

to 3.33).

The eye-velocity sensitivity during steady-state pursuit was higher for velocity

dominated OMFs than for position-dominated OMFs (Fig. 43). For 23 OMFs, we calculated the

eye-velocity sensitivity using the steady-state firing rate in the 150 msec interval beginning 550
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Fig. 41. Latency with respect to the onset of pursuit.
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Fig. 42. Eye-position sensitivity.
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Fig. 43. Eye-velocity sensitivity.
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msec (occasionally 400 or 500 msec) after the onset of target motion in the on-direction. For

example, the steady-state increase in firing rate of OMF #1 of figures 39 and 40 was 54

spikes/sec. Since the eye-position sensitivity of OMF #1 was 2.25 spikes/sec per deg and the

eye position during steady-state tracking was 13 deg, the firing rate attributable to eye position

was 29 spike/sec. The eye-velocity sensitivity of OMF #1 was defined as the in crease in firing

due to eye velocity (25 spikes/sec) divided by the steady-state eye velocity velocity (28.4

deg/sec) or 0.88 spikes/sec per deg/sec. The distributions of eye-velocity sensitivities for the

two types of OMFs were non-overlapping (Fig. 43B and C). For the position-dominated OMFs,

the mean steady-state eye-velocity sensitivity was 0.98 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 0.46 to

1.77) while that for the velocity-dominated OMFs was 2.28 spikes/sec per deg/sec (range: 1.82

to 3.03). For the 16 remaining OMFs that were not tested with step-ramps, we estimated the

eye-velocity sensitivity from the response during sinusoidal pursuit using the known eye

position sensitivity and simple trigonometry. For example, for OMF #1, 21.6 spikes/sec of

modulation could be attributed to the modulation in eye-position (eye-position sensitivity: 2.25

spikes/sec per deg; modulation in eye position: 9.6 deg). We subtracted this modulation

assuming that it was perfectly in-phase with eye position from the total modulation in firing rate

measured using a method described previously (Lisberger and Miles, 1980). The estimated

eye-velocity sensitivity for OMF #1 was defined as the remaining modulation in firing rate (24.8

spikes/sec) divided by the modulation in eye velocity (30.6 deg/sec). This calculation yields

0.81 Spikes/sec which is close to the 0.88 spikes/sec per deg/sec measured directly during

step-ramps (see above). The distribution of eye-velocity sensitivities for the entire population

of OMFs (mean: 1.55 spikes/sec per deg/sec; range: 0.46 to 4.15) appears bimodal (Fig. 43A)

with two components coinciding with the distribution of the position- and velocity-dominated

OMFs (Fig. 43B and C).

During sinusoidal pursuit, the firing rate of the velocity-dominated OMFs lagged eye

velocity by less than did the firing rate of the position-dominated OMFs. For example, in figure
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39, the response of position-dominated OMF #1 has more phase lag than that of velocity

dominated OMF #2. Figure 44 plots the distributions of phases with respect to eye velocity for

the entire population and for the two types of OMFs separately. The non-overlapping

distributions for the two types of OMFs (Fig. 44 B and C) coincide with the two components of

an potentially bimodal distribution for the entire population (Fig. 44A). The mean phase for the

velocity-dominated OMFs was 16 degrees lagging (range: 4 deg to 33 deg lagging) while that

for the position-dominated OMFs was 55 degrees lagging (range: 40 to 65 deg lagging). The

pursuit response of velocity-dominated OMFs was also generally more vigorous than that of

position-dominated OMFs. The mean pursuit sensitivity (modulation in firing rate divided by

modulation in eye velocity during sinusoidal pursuit) of velocity-dominated OMFs was 1.99

spikes/sec per deg/sec while that of position-dominated OMFs was 1.37 spikes/sec per

deg/sec.

The velocity-dominated OMFs generally had a more regular firing rate than their

position-dominated counterparts. The distribution of coefficients of variation for the entire

population (Fig. 45A) appears bimodal with the two components coinciding with the two types

of OMFs (Fig. 45B and C). The mean coefficient of variation for the velocity-dominated OMFs

was 0.27 (range: 0.15 to 0.42) while that for the position-dominated OMFs was 0.11 (range:

0.05 to 0.24).
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Fig. 44. Phase with respect to eye velocity.
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Fig. 45. Coefficient of variation.
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Discussion

We have demonstrated that the gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (GVP-cells) in the flocculus

of the monkey emit visually-driven simple-spike and complex-spike responses during smooth

pursuit eye movements. Although previous investigators had discovered GVP-cells and

characterized their firing in relation to eye velocity and head velocity, no one had demonstrated

that either simple-spike or complex-spike firing was driven by target motion during pursuit. Our

success in identifying visually-driven responses stems largely from recording GVP-cell firing

during novel stimulus conditions. We uncovered a visually-driven pulse of simple-spike activity

by recording from GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit in response to the step-ramp motion

of a small target. We also uncovered visually-driven complex-spike responses by using

complex-spike-triggered averaging to reveal the visual events that preceded complex spikes

during pursuit.

Identification of qaze-velocity Purkinje Cells:

Before discussing our new findings of visual inputs to GVP-cells, we wish to clearly

establish that our ipsi GVP-cells were sampled from the same population as those of previous

studies (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980). In addition, we will argue that our

down GVP-cells, a class of floccular Purkinje cells heretofore described only anecdotally, are

indeed the vertical counterparts of the ipsi GVP-cells. GVP-cells were identified by the

characteristic modulation in their simple-spike firing rate during sinusoidal tracking behavior. In

agreement with previous results, almost all of the GVP-cells that responded best during

horizontal eye and head movement showed increased simple-spike firing during ipsilaterally

directed motion and were therefore called ipsi GVP-cells. Nearly all of those GVP-cells that

responded best during vertical pursuit showed increased simple-spike firing during downward

eye movement and were therefore called down GVP-cells.
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The results of quantitative analysis of the simple-spike responses of our sample of ipsi

GVP-cells agree well with the data reported by others (Table 2). In all three studies of

GVP-cells (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980; this study), the simple-spike firing

rate varied sinusoidally during sinusoidal pursuit and during VOR cancellation. The magnitude

and phase of the simple-spike responses during these two paradigms were quantitatively the

same as in other studies. The equality of the eye- and head-velocity sensitivities, the weak

eye-position signal, the weak response during the VOR, and the linearity of the vestibular

oculomotor interaction have all been reported previously by others. Finally, we found our

GVP-cells in the same anatomical location as those found previously. All three studies

sampled Purkinje cells predominantly from the anterior portion of the flocculus (folia IV through

XI as defined in Madigan and Carpenter, 1971). We conclude that the ipsi GVP-cells in this

study are identical to those studied previously by others.

The Purkinje cells that responded more strongly during vertical pursuit eye movements

are more difficult to categorize because our equipment could not provide vestibular stimulation

in the vertical plane. Among the Purkinje cells that showed increased simple-spike firing during

downward pursuit, we defined 27 as down GVP-cells because of their response during

cancellation of the horizontal VOR: they increased their simple-spike firing rate in response to

contralaterally-directed head motion. Although more restrictive than the definition of down

GVP-cells by Miles et al. (1980), we believe that our categorization is correct because it

emphasizes two analogies between our down GVP-cells and ipsi GVP-cells. First, the

discharge of the down GVP-cells during cancellation of the horizontal VOR is in phase with the

responses of primary afferents from the vertical semicircular canals on the side ipsilateral to

the floccular recordings. Second, the down GVP-cells constituted the majority of the Purkinje

cells that increased firing during downward pursuit: only six such Purkinje cells increased firing

during ipsilaterally-directed head velocity and nine had no vestibular response at all (Table 1).

In our sample of Purkinje cells, the number of down GVP-cells was smaller than the number of
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ipsi GVP-cells. However, this is probably the result of a sampling bias, since we preferentially

returned to recording sites that yielded ipsi GVP-cells.

In nearly every behavioral paradigm used in this study, the responses of the down and

the ipsi GVP-cells were quantitatively similar (Table 3). During sinusoidal pursuit along the

preferred axis, the simple-spike responses of both the down and the ipsi GVP-cells led peak

eye velocity and had similar mean eye-velocity sensitivities. During sinusoidal cancellation of

the horizontal VOR, the simple-spike responses of both down and ipsi GVP-cells led peak head

velocity. Although the sensitivity to head velocity along the vertical axis was inferred using

head rotation in the horizontal plane, the magnitude of the vestibular response of down

GVP-cells during cancellation of the horizontal VOR was close to that predicted from the

assumption that down and ipsi GVP-cells have the same head-velocity sensitivity with the

sensitivity to downward head velocity scaled according to the known geometry of the vertical

semi-circular canals. For both the down and the ipsi GVP-cells, eye-velocity sensitivity

generally decreased and the phase lead with respect to eye velocity generally increased with

increasing stimulus frequency during sinusoidal pursuit. Both down and ipsi GVP-cells

generally had weak sensitivity to static eye position. During the initiation of pursuit to step

ramp target motion in the on-direction, both the down and the ipsi GVP-cells generally showed

a pulse of simple spikes with the same latency. During sinusoidal pursuit along their preferred

axis, both the down and the ipsi GVP-cells showed modulation of their complex-spike firing rate

that was out-of-phase with the simple-spike firing rate and that increased with increased

stimulus frequency. Complex-spike-triggered averaging revealed that both the down and the

ipsi GVP-cells respond to tracking errors during pursuit. We conclude that the down GVP-cells

are the vertical counterparts of the ipsi GVP-cells.
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Table 3- Comparison of ipsi and down GVP-cells.

ipsi GVP-cells down GVP-Cells

eye-velocity 0.99 1.34
sensitivity

phase during 9 7
pursuit!

head-velocity 0.99 0.47
sensitivity2

phase during 17 15
cancellations

% of sample w/
eye-position 72 67
sensitivity4

magnitude of
eye-position 0.73 0.82
sensitivity

pulse size 76 75

latency of
on-direction 110 109
response

complex-spike
modulation 0.84 1.05
during pursuit

Quantitative analysis of the response properties of both the ipsi and down
GVP-cells reveals that the two groups are remarkable similar. The difference in
mean head-velocity sensitivity is attributable to the fact that cancellation of the
horizontal VOR stimulates the vertical canals suboptimally. Down GVP-cells
show slightly stronger modulation of both simple- and complex-spike firing rate
than do ipsi GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit along their preferred axes. All
of the values displayed above are means for our populations of ipsi and down
GVP-cells. Eye- and head-velocity sensitivities are in spikes/sec per deg/sec,
phase is in degrees, eye-position sensitivity is in spikes/sec per degree, pulse
size is in simple-spikes/second, latency is in msec, and complex-spike
modulation is in complex-spikes/second.
1. with respect to eye velocity.
2. uncorrected for eye-velocity contamination.
3. with respect to head velocity.
4.9% for which the correlation coefficient from linear regression was 0.5 or

higher for a plot of simple-spike firing rate versus static eye position.
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Visual simple-Spike response of GVP-Cells during the initiation of pursuit:

During the initiation of pursuit for step-ramp target motion, GVP-cells responded with a

pulse or dip of simple-spike firing that overshot or undershot the steady-state response. The

response of all GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit was directionally-selective and always

showed the same directionality as the response during pursuit of sinusoidal target motion. For

example, ipsi GVP-cells showed a pulse during the initiation of pursuit for ipsilaterally-directed

target motion and a dip in simple-spike firing rate for contralaterally-directed target motion. The

pulse was generally too large to be attributed to the eye-velocity component of simple-spike

firing. It occurred about 110 msec after the onset of target motion and started just after the

onset of the large eye acceleration that occurred at the initiation of pursuit. Two groups of

investigators previously found that many GVP-cells respond during the contralateral-to

ipsilateral turnaround of triangle-wave target motion with an overshooting simple-spike

response that could not be explained by the eye-velocity sensitivity of the cell (Lisberger and

Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980). However, they were unable to determine whether the

overshoot in simple-spike firing was driven by inputs related to the visual stimuli or the

associated smooth eye acceleration. Since target motion was periodic, the response could

also have been anticipatory due to the predictability of the stimulus. The use of step-ramps

allowed us to eliminate the possibility that the response was anticipatory. In addition, it allowed

us to determine the baseline firing rate and to make better estimates of response latency.

Two of our observations argue that the pulse of simple-spike firing is not driven by

inputs related to the eye acceleration that constitutes the initiation of pursuit. First, the

modulation of simple-spike firing rate during pursuit nearly always decreased as a function of

increased frequencies of sinusoidal target motion (up to 1 Hz). This is the opposite of what

one would expect if GVP-cells were sensitive to eye acceleration. Second, we failed to find a

large response in GVP-cells during the smooth eye acceleration generated by a non-visual

stimulus. When rapid changes in head velocity generated a large eye acceleration in the dark,
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the simple-spike response was small and variable compared to the magnitude of the pulse of

simple-spike firing recorded during the eye acceleration produced during the initiation of

pursuit.

The absence of a pulse of simple-spike firing during the large eye acceleration caused

by rapid changes in head velocity does not unequivocally rule out the possibility that GVP-cells

are sensitive to eye acceleration. GVP-cells receive vestibular inputs that may be sensitive to

the large head acceleration that was used to drive eye velocity (Lisberger and Pavelko, 1986).

If a head-acceleration input had the same latency, magnitude, and directional selectivity as an

eye-acceleration input, we might have observed minimal changes in simple-spike firing during

rapid changes in head velocity because both inputs canceled each other. We feel that this

explanation is unlikely for two reasons. First, increasing the frequency of the sinusoidal head

velocity stimulus had little effect on either the magnitude or the phase of the simple-spike firing

of GVP-cells during VOR cancellation. This argues that GVP-cells do not have a strong

sensitivity to head acceleration. Second, there was no correlation between size of the small

response during rapid changes in head velocity (potentially the surviving portion of an obscured

response to eye acceleration) and the size of the pulse in simple-spike firing rate during the

initiation of pursuit.

Although no individual experiment disproves the eye-acceleration hypothesis, the

weight of the evidence argues that GVP-cells do not have an oculomotor response to eye

acceleration per se. We conclude that the pulse is visually-driven. This issue is important in

deciding how mossy-fiber signals combine to generate the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells

during pursuit. However, the strong correlation between the visual pulse response and eye

acceleration is real and is an expression of the fact that visual inputs to the flocculus are used

by the pursuit system as commands for smooth eye acceleration (Lisberger et al., 1981).

A Conservative Statistical evaluation showed that at least half of the GVP-cells in Our

study emitted a pulse of simple spikes in response to target motion at 30 deg/sec. This agrees

3
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well with the results of two previous studies: Lisberger and Fuchs (1978a) found that 60% (12

of 20) and Miles et al. (1980) found that 52% (15 of 29) of ipsi GVP-cells had overshooting

responses during the contralateral-to-ipsilateral turnaround of triangle-wave target motion.

There are four possible reasons for our not observing clear evidence of visually-driven simple

spike activity in the other half of our sample of GVP-cells. First, we tested our GVP-cells over

only a limited range of target speeds (between 15 and 60 deg/sec). It is possible that some or

all of the GVP-cells that did not have a pulse response to 30-deg/sec target motion would have

responded vigorously to 2- or 150-deg/sec target motion. Second, the step-ramp protocol

always used the same initial step in target position: initial target displacement was adjusted to

produce tracking without saccades. Therefore, only one, perifoveal part of the retina was

tested and some GVP-cells may have had more peripherally-located receptive fields (Noda and

Warabi, 1986). A systematic change in the size of the initial target displacement is needed to

explore this possibility but contamination by saccades will be a problem because most

GVP-cells have simple-spike responses to saccades (Noda and Suzuki, 1979a). Third, we

studied the responses of GVP-cells only during constant-velocity target motion. GVP-cells may

be sensitive to image acceleration on the retina or to even higher-order derivatives of motion.

This possibility needs to be addressed in light of the recent findings that retinal acceleration

errors may be important in the guidance of smooth pursuit (Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1987;

Lisberger et al., 1987). Fourth, it is also possible that half of the GVP-cells simply do not have

a visual response to target motion.

Our results suggest that the behavioral context is a critical factor that determines

whether GVP-cells emit a simple-spike response to visual stimulation. GVP-cells do not

respond if the monkey is rewarded for suppressing the pursuit that would normally be evoked

by the moving target. Visual signals affect the simple-spike firing of GVP-cells if and only if

pursuit is going to be initiated: the visual input to GVP-cells is gated, as it should be in a

structure so closely related to motor output. There is evidence that the site of gating of visual

º
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information is somewhere between the pons and the flocculus. Electrical stimulation in the

dorsolateral pontine nucleus modifies ongoing pursuit eye movements but has no effect during

fixation (May et al., 1985). In contrast, stimulation of the flocculus produces smooth eye

movement whether or not pursuit has been previously initiated (Zee et al., 1981; Lisberger and

Pavelko, 1984; Belknap and Noda, in press).

The gating of the visual input to the flocculus may be the reason that several previous

studies have failed to reveal large visual simple-spike responses to the motion of a small target

spot (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Noda and Suzuki, 1979b; Miles et al., 1980). Our GVP

cells responded only weakly to target motion during fixation. The apparent gating of visual

inputs to the flocculus makes it impossible to design an experiment in which there is a

consistent visual simple-spike response in GVP-cells without concomitant eye acceleration.

This is why we set out to show that eye acceleration was not in and of itself responsible for the

pulse of simple-spike firing during the initiation of pursuit.

Although motion of a small target was adequate to drive the visual simple-spike

response of GVP-cells during pursuit, we also found some evidence that GVP-cells receive

visual inputs signaling the motion of a large-field visual background. In general, the

background had only small effects on the simple-spike firing rate, both when the background

was presented during sinusoidal pursuit and when the background was moved during fixation.

For a few GVP-cells, the effects of background motion were quite different during pursuit and

during fixation, suggesting that the behavioral context is important for background visual inputs

as well. In another study, 13% (92 of 684) of floccular Purkinje cells showed a variety of

responses to the visual motion of a large random-dot pattern during fixation (Noda and Warabi,

1986). Many of these Purkinje cells responded during sinusoidal pursuit as well, so some may

have been GVP-cells. However, Noda and Warabi did not test their Purkinje cells with

vestibular stimuli, so a detailed comparison with our GVP-cells is impossible.

!".
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The visually-driven simple-spike responses of GVP-cells are probably produced by the

visual mossy-fiber input that originates in the dorsolateral pontine nucleus (DLPN) and adjacent

pontine nuclei. Neurons in the DLPN respond to the motion of a small spot during tracking

(Suzuki and Keller, 1984; Mustariet al., 1984; Suzuki et al., 1985; Mustariet al., 1986a) and

send axons to the flocculus (Brodal, 1979, 1982; Langer et al.,1985a). Furthermore, lesions of

the DLPN or of visual cortical areas that project to the DLPN produce deficits in pursuit,

indicating that visual information about target motion passing through the DLPN is an essential

part of the normal functioning of the pursuit system (Suzuki et al., 1984; Newsome et al., 1985;

Dursteler et al., 1987; Keller and May, 1987; May et al., submitted).

Miles et al. (1980) found a group of visual mossy fibers in the flocculus that responded

during the contralateral-to-ipsilateral turnaround of triangle-wave motion of a small spot. The

response was a transient increase in firing rate that could be as large as 250 spikes/sec and

that had a mean latency of 87 msec. This input seems well-suited to cause the pulse in

simple-spike firing of GVP-cells following ipsilaterally-directed step-ramp target motion. We

were unable to find visual mossy fibers in our sample of 67. This is not surprising since they

are encountered only infrequently: Miles et al. (1980) found only 21 visual mossy fibers in a

sample of 771 and Noda (1986) found only 39 visual mossy fibers in a sample of 485.

OCulomotor Simple-Spike response of GVP-Cells during Steady-state pursuit:

To measure the sensitivity of floccular Purkinje cells to smooth eye velocity, previous

investigators have relied on the simple-spike response during pursuit of either sinusoidal target

motion or the ramp portion of triangle-wave target motion (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Noda

and Suzuki, 1979b; Miles et al., 1980). As in previous studies, the eye-velocity sensitivity of

our sample of GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit was 1 spike/sec per deg/sec. During steady

state pursuit of 30-deg/sec ramps in the on-direction, GVP-cells increased their simple-spike

firing rate, on average, by 29 spikes/sec, which is the value we would have predicted from the

2/.
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eye-velocity sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit. The interpretation of the simple

spike firing rate during steady-state pursuit as an eye-velocity signal is, therefore, quantitatively

self-consistent whether the firing rate is measured during ramp or sinusoidal target motion. In

both situations, however, there is residual visual input caused by the fact that pursuit

performance is not perfect. Previous studies assumed that the 2 deg/sec of residual retinal slip

was insignificant by comparison to the 30 deg/sec of eye velocity.

We have demonstrated that the residual visual input was not responsible for the step

change in simple-spike firing rate during steady-state pursuit of ramp motion. The step change

in firing rate persisted when we eliminated residual visual inputs during steady-state pursuit by

electronically stabilizing the target's image on the fovea (open-loop pursuit). We conclude that

GVP-cells receive an oculomotor signal that is related to eye velocity and is independent of

visual inputs. Therefore, our data prove the hypothesis formed by previous authors (Lisberger

and Fuchs, 1978a,; Miles et al., 1980) that GVP-cells receive a mossy-fiber input that is a

corollary of motor output.

Some caution must accompany the above conclusion. The response during open-loop

pursuit could have been be due to the very small residual retinal slip that our open-loop

technique was unable to eliminate. We think this is highly unlikely because the residual retinal

slip during open-loop pursuit was an order of magnitude smaller than the slip that occurs during

steady-state pursuit. In a previous behavioral study, we meticulously calibrated the electronic

feedback signal used to "open the loop" using a technique described elsewhere (Morris and

Lisberger, submitted). Within 5 degrees of center gaze, during 30 deg/sec of eye velocity, the

retinal error seen by the monkey was less than 0.2 deg of offset and less than 0.2 deg/sec of

residual motion. In addition, the monkey may have changed its strategy during the open-loop

trials. We feel that this is unlikely because open-loop conditions were maintained for only 310

msec with all trials beginning and ending with normal closed-loop tracking. Furthermore, open
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and closed-loop trials were intermingled so that the monkey had no a priori knowledge that a

given trial would be open-loop.

The fact that the step change in simple-spike firing rate occurs in the absence of visual

input does not mean that residual visual input does not affect the steady-state firing rate of

GVP-cells. In fact, we observed a consistent difference between the steady-state firing rate

during open- and closed-loop pursuit. Since the firing rate was higher during open-loop than

during closed-loop pursuit, this difference argues that small speeds of ipsilaterally-directed

residual retinal slip inhibit GVP-cell simple-spike activity. Similar logic suggests that slow

speeds of contralaterally-directed retinal slip increase GVP-cell firing rate. Therefore, the

direction selectivity of visual inputs during steady-state pursuit is opposite to the direction

selectivity during the initiation of pursuit. There are several possible explanations for this

discrepancy. First, the same visual input may have different effects during the initiation and

steady-state portions of the pursuit response (Morris and Lisberger, 1983; Krauzlis and

Lisberger, 1987). Second, GVP-cells may have multiple visual inputs that are selective for

different ranges of retinal velocity error (target velocity minus eye velocity). For example, an

excitatory mossy-fiber input may be selective for large values of ipsilaterally-directed retinal

velocity errors while an inhibitory mossy-fiber input may be selective for small values of retinal

velocity errors during steady-state pursuit. Third, retinal position error (target position minus

eye position) can affect eye velocity during steady-state pursuit (Heywood and Churcher, 1971;

Pola and Wyatt, 1979; Morris and Lisberger, 1983; Lisberger et al., 1987; Carl and Gellman,

1987) and may also have an effect on the simple-spike firing of GVP-cells. Future experiments

which impose small retinal errors (of position, velocity, and even acceleration) in open-loop

conditions at different times during pursuit will be necessary to resolve these issues.

A pronounced directional asymmetry was found in the step change in simple-spike

firing during steady-state pursuit of ramp target motion. As noted in a previous study (Miles et

al., 1980), the step increases in simple-spike firing rate for on-direction pursuit were nearly
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always larger than the step decreases in firing rate for off-direction pursuit at equal ramp

speeds. In this study, the ratio of the mean eye-velocity sensitivities in the on- and

off-directions was 2.16 for ipsi GVP-cells during closed- or open-loop pursuit at 30 deg/s. This

asymmetry may be involved in the pursuit deficits that are specific for one direction of motion

found following unilateral lesions along the cortico-ponto-Cerebellar pathway (Suzuki et al.,

1984; Dursteler et al., 1987; May et al., submitted). The existence of an asymmetry in the

simple-spike output from the flocculus suggests that a unilateral lesion in the monkey flocculus

might produce a pursuit deficit that would be more severe for ipsilaterally-directed target

motion. This remains to be tested experimentally. However, unilateral floccular lesions do

cause a deficit in the monkey's ability to suppress the contralaterally-directed slow phases of

vestibular nystagmus, presumably with ipsilaterally-directed pursuit (Takemori and Cohen,

1974).

Processing of OCulomotor Signals by the Cerebellar Cortex:

Our recordings revealed two classes of oculomotor mossy fibers (OMFs). Like

extraocular motoneurons (Fuchs and Luschei, 1970; Robinson, 1970), position-dominated

OMFs had a strong eye-position sensitivity (mean: 3.44 spikes/sec per deg), a weaker eye

velocity sensitivity (mean: 0.98 spikes/sec per deg/sec), and their firing rate showed

considerable phase lag with respect to eye velocity during sinusoidal pursuit (mean: 55 deg at

0.5 Hz). Velocity-dominated OMFs had a stronger eye-velocity sensitivity (mean: 2.28

Spikes/sec per deg/sec), a weaker eye-position sensitivity (mean: 2.21 spikes/sec per deg),

and, during sinusoidal pursuit, a peak response that was between peak eye velocity and the

peak firing of ocular motoneurons (mean: 16 deg at 0.5 Hz). Although the two types of OMFs

differed significantly and systematically over a wide array of physiological properties, we cannot

rule out the possibility that the two types represent the extremes of continuum. Two lines of

future research will be needed to resolve this issue completely. First, analysis of a larger
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sample of OMFs during step-ramps is needed to determine whether or not the distributions of

eye-velocity sensitivities, phases, and coefficients of variation (Fig. 42A, 44A, and 45A) are

truly bimodal. Second, examination of the step-ramp responses of neurons in brainstem nuclei

from which the OMFs most likely originate, including the abducens nucleus, the vestibular

nucleus, and the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Langer et al., 1985a, Fuchs and Luschei,

1970; Robinson, 1970; Keller and Kamath, 1975; Fuchs and Kimm 1975; Eckmiller and

Mackaben, 1980), is necessary to match the velocity- and position-dominated OMFs with their

cell bodies of origin.

Previous investigators had pointed out that some processing must occur to convert the

signals transmitted over oculomotor mossy fibers into the simple spike firing of GVP-cells

(Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Noda and Suzuki, 1979c, Miles et al., 1980; Noda and Warabi,

1982). Even the mossy fiber inputs provided by the velocity-dominated OMFs encode both eye

position and eye velocity, while simple-spike firing rates of GVP-cells are related much more

strongly to eye velocity than to eye position. The responses of OMFs to step-ramp target

motion suggested one way this processing might be accomplished.

The different weighting of the eye-velocity and eye-position signals for the two classes

of OMFs and the nearly equal representation of all four cardinal directional preferences among

OMFs suggested that the inputs of the two types of OMFs could be combined to yield the

observed simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells during pursuit. The weighted addition of the

response of on-direction velocity-dominated OMFs (with their strong eye-velocity signals and

weaker eye-position signals) with those of off-direction position-dominated OMFs (with their

strong eye-position signal and weak eye-velocity signal) could produce a response with a

strong on-direction eye-velocity sensitivity and a very weak residual eye-position sensitivity.

Depending on the exact weighting of the addition, simple-spike firing rate would show a weak

sensitivity to eye-position with either the same or the opposite preferred direction as the eye

velocity input. Figure 46 presents such a model in which a scaled version of the average
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response of position-dominated OMFs is subtracted from the average response of velocity

dominated OMFs. The difference is then scaled down by 50% to predict the simple-spike firing

of GVP-cells according to the following equation:

Modulation = ax((2.28E' + 2.21E) - by (0.98E + 3.44E)]

= 0.94E' + 0.42E

with E', eye velocity,

E, eye position,

a = 0.5 and b = 0.4.

The model accurately predicts both the mean eye-position sensitivity (0.44 spikes/sec per deg)

and eye-velocity sensitivity (0.99 spikes/sec per deg/sec) of ipsi GVP-cells. It can explain not

only the absence of strong eye-position sensitivity in simple-spike firing but also the fact that a

significant number of GVP-cells show increased firing during static fixation of eccentric gaze in

the off-direction of the cell (as defined during pursuit). For example, if b were 0.7 in the above

equation, the eye-position sensitivity would have been -0.20. The model predicts that the peak

simple-spike response of GVP-cells will lag eye-velocity by 8 degrees

(arctan[10x0.42/31.4x0.94]) during perfect tracking of sinusoidal target motion (0.5 Hz,

+ 10 deg). This represents a 32-deg shift in the correct direction, since OMFs lagged eye

velocity by 40 degrees. However, an additional 17 degrees of phase lead is required to

produce the 9-degree phase lead of the average response of GVP-cells. The model can

produce phase lead if b is made large enough, but only by creating a negative eye-position

sensitivity. However, most GVP-cells had positive eye-position sensitivities, including those in

which simple-spike firing rate led eye velocity during sinusoidal pursuit. Therefore, the
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additional phase shift must arise via some mechanism other than that shown in figure 46. The

problem is that the phase lead of the mean response of GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit

does not agree with the phase lag predicted from the mean eye-velocity and eye-position

sensitivity measured in the same cells. The additional phase shift will require either another

input to GVP-cells, possibly a visual input that leads retinal slip velocity (Noda, 1986), or more

elaborate dynamic processing of the OMF input.

Visual Complex-Spike response of GVP-Cells during Smooth pursuit eye movements:

The complex-spike firing rate of GVP-cells modulates out-of-phase with the simple

spike firing rate during pursuit of sinusoidal target motion along the preferred axis. The out-of

phase relationship between the simple and complex spikes has been noted in earlier work

(Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a; Miles et al., 1980; Watanabe, 1984). However, previous studies

did not resolve the question of what was actually driving the complex-spike responses.

Our data argue that the complex spikes were driven by visual inputs although complex

spikes correlated with eye velocity during pursuit and with head velocity during VOR

cancellation. During step-ramp target motion, ipsi and down GVP-cells showed increased

complex-spike firing approximately 100 msec after the onset of contralateral or upward target

motion, respectively. Ipsi GVP-cells consistently showed a complex-spike response with a

latency of around 100 msec following rapid changes in head velocity when the fixation light

remained on and not when the same vestibular stimulus was presented in the dark. With the

fixation light on, the monkey experienced small, transient retinal slip because of the 14 msec

latency of the VOR. The complex-spike response was directionally-selective: increases in

complex-spike activity followed contralaterally-directed retinal slip, and decreases followed

ipsilaterally-directed slip. We conclude that visual motion causes a directionally-selective

complex-spike response in ipsi GVP-cells.
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At this point, we need to make two clarifications about the complex-spike response

during rapid changes in head velocity. First, a complex-spike did not occur after every

presentation of the stimulus in the light. It is not known what is responsible for the stochastic

nature of the response. Second, the difference between complex-spike firing during rapid

changes in head velocity in the light and the dark may be caused by a small difference

between the eye-velocity response in the light and the dark. However, since the small

difference is visually-driven, the complex-spike response would still be visual. Future

experiments may reveal that the complex-spike response is more precisely described as a

visual response gated by some aspect of oculomotor behavior.

Complex-spike-triggered averaging revealed that retinal slip consistently preceded the

complex spikes of GVP-cells during smooth pursuit. The retinal slip occurred during transient

periods of less than optimal pursuit performance: tracking errors. The tracking errors appeared

only in the direct averages and not in the shifted averages, so retinal slip is time-locked with

the complex spikes. In particular, the shifted averages control for the possibility that tracking

errors precede the complex spikes only because both tend to occur in the same,

contralaterally-directed phase of the stimulus cycle.

The direction of the retinal slip that preceded complex spikes during pursuit was

Compatible with the direction of retinal slip that caused complex spikes in other stimulus

conditions. For ipsi GVP-cells, for example, contralaterally-directed retinal slip 1) caused

complex spikes during step-ramp target motion or rapid changes in head velocity and 2)

consistently preceded complex spikes during sinusoidal pursuit. For the down GVP-cells,

upward retinal slip 1) caused complex spikes during step-ramp target motion and 2)

consistently preceded complex spikes during sinusoidal pursuit. We conclude that a visual

response to tracking errors causes the modulation of complex-spike firing rate during

sinusoidal pursuit.
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Small-amplitude, transient, foveal motion of a small target spot in the absence of

background illumination is sufficient to produce a complex-spike response in GVP-cells of the

monkey flocculus. Although both stationary and moving large-field visual backgrounds had

small effects on the complex-spike response during sinusoidal pursuit, the response always

remained phase-locked with the motion of the target. In addition, although the complex-Spike

response of GVP-cells was directionally-selective, it was quantitatively similar over a wide

range of retinal image speeds: from only a few degrees per second during sinusoidal pursuit to

8 deg/sec during rapid changes in head velocity to 30 deg/sec during step-ramp target motion.

Experiments using an array of retinal errors imposed during open-loop pursuit will be

necessary to determine what aspects of motion other than direction are important in producing

complex spikes.

During fixation of a stationary target, GVP-cells showed only small complex-spike

responses to the motion of either a small spot or a large-field visual stimulus. The lack of

response cannot be due to the large amplitude of the retinal-slip velocity because large slip

velocities were effective stimuli for complex-spike responses during pursuit. It cannot be due

to extra-foveal nature of the stimulus because: 1) during step-ramp target motion, the initial 100

msec of motion is up to 5 degrees off the fovea and still produces complex spikes at the

appropriate latency and 2) a portion of the image of the large-field stimulus was always on the

fovea. The lack of complex-spike response during fixation suggests that the climbing-fiber

input to GVP-cells, like the mossy-fiber visual input, is gated by some aspect of the oculomotor

response.

The visual complex-spike response in the monkey flocculus is similar to that found in

the rabbit flocculus in that contralaterally-directed retinal slip (posterior-to-anterior motion

presented to the ipsilateral eye) causes complex spikes in horizontal Purkinje cells (Simpson

and Alley, 1974; Barmack and Hess, 1980a; Simpson et al., 1981). In the rabbit flocculus,

however, complex spikes respond only to the motion of large-field stimuli. Small targets are
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ineffective in evoking smooth eye movements and do not cause complex-spike responses.

This fundamental difference parallels the fact that the monkey flocculus is critically involved in

the voluntary smooth-pursuit response to motion of a small target (Zee et al., 1981) while the

rabbit flocculus is involved in the reflexive eye-movement response to motion of the entire

visual scene (Barmack and Pettorossi, 1985).

Our data identify the adequate stimulus for complex spikes in the flocculus during

pursuit but we can provide only a hint about the role played by complex spikes during eye

movement. Our complex-spike-triggered averages confirmed the earlier observation (Llinas,

1981) that complex spikes are followed by a transient suppression of simple-spike firing. Our

success in finding that tracking errors consistently preceded the complex spikes of all the

GVP-cells tested argues that the suppression of simple-spike activity that follows complex

spikes occurs nearly simultaneously in many GVP-cells. Since the simple-spike output of the

flocculus is part of the command for pursuit (see Introduction), one would expect this

simultaneous suppression of simple-spike firing to affect the ongoing eye velocity in the

direction that would be appropriate to reduce the tracking error. However, it seems unlikely

that the complex spikes alone cause the correction of tracking errors. The corrections began

before the complex spikes or the suppression of simple-spike firing occurred although it is

possible, but unlikely, that a sub-population of GVP-cells not found in our sample emits

complex spikes earlier. In fact, complex spikes generally occurred when the eye velocity had

nearly returned to optimal. However, eye position was still offset from the target because of

the preceding retinal slip. The complex spikes may provide a late extra kick that is important in

correcting this position error. It may be possible to determine the effects of complex spikes on

eye velocity by performing complex-spike-triggered averaging on recordings made with the

monkey in the dark. However, this approach may not work, since the climbing-fiber responses

of the population of GVP-cells might be desynchronized, so that the effect on eye velocity

would be too small to measure.
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Our study does not directly address the issue of the role of the climbing-fiber pathway

in motor learning in the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Our results imply that the complex-spike

pathway carries an appropriate error signal, but our data neither prove nor disprove the

suggestion that complex spikes cause the plastic changes underlying motor learning (Marr,

1969; Ito, 1982). A causal role has not been established, neither by our work nor by earlier

observations that complex spike fire at the appropriate time and correlate with motor learning

(Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Watanabe, 1984). The correlation between complex spikes and

motor learning can be explained by the fact that learning occurs in situations in which

consistent mistakes in motor performance are being made and corrected. If complex spikes

are involved in the detection and possibly in the on-line correction of such errors, then their

occurrence during periods of motor learning could be purely an epiphenomenon.

The climbing-fiber input to the monkey flocculus originates exclusively in the

contralateral dorsal cap of the inferior olivary nucleus (Langer et al., 1985a). The inputs to the

dorsal cap in the monkey are poorly understood. Preliminary evidence (Hoffman, 1985;

Hoffman and Distler, 1986) indicates that the nucleus of the optic tract in the monkey contains

neurons that respond to the motion of a small spot. Ipsilaterally-directed motion causes

excitation and contralaterally-directed motion causes inhibition. Neurons in the nucleus of the

optic tract respond over a wide range of target speeds (0.2 to 300 deg/sec) and project to the

dorsal cap of the ipsilateral inferior olive. The climbing fibers cross the midline after exiting

from the inferior olive, so the inputs from the nucleus of the optic tract could drive the complex

spike responses of the ipsi GVP-cells. Another preliminary study has shown that the lateral

terminal nucleus of the accessory optic system of the monkey contains neurons that respond to

vertical visual motion of a small spot over a wide range of speeds (3 to 60 deg/sec) and project

to the inferior olive (Mustarietal, 1986b). This pathway may provide the climbing-fiber input to

the down GVP-cells. In the rabbit, visual climbing-fiber pathways to the flocculus originate in

the accessory optic system and nucleus of the optic tract and project to the flocculus via the
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dorsal cap of the inferior olive (Maekawa and Simpson, 1973; Mizuno et al., 1973; Alley et al.,

1975; Collewijn, 1975; Takeda and Maekawa, 1976; Simpson et al., 1979; Barmack and Hess,

1980a; Simpson et al., 1981). The visual climbing-fiber pathways to the flocculus contribute to

the optokinetic reflex of the rabbit (Barmack and Hess, 1980b; Barmack and Simpson, 1980;

Barmack and Pettorossi, 1985). The visual climbing-fiber pathways to the flocculus in the

monkey from the accessory optic system and from the nucleus of the optic tract, therefore,

appear similar. Two important features are, however, different. First, in the monkey, the

neurons in the nucleus of the optic tract receive binocular inputs (Hoffman, 1985; Hoffman and

Distler, 1986) while those in the rabbit receive monocular input from the contralateral eye

(Collewijn, 1975). This is probably a reflection of the fact that monkeys are frontal-eyed

animals while rabbits are lateral-eyed animals. Second, in agreement with our data on

complex-spike responses, the neurons in both the nucleus of the optic tract and the lateral

terminal nucleus in the monkey respond to the motion of a small spot (Hoffman and Distler,

1986; Mustariet al., 1986b) while, in the rabbit, the homologous neurons do not (Collewijn,

1975; Simpson, 1984). This is probably a reflection of the development of the pursuit system

which requires information about the motion of small targets as opposed the optokinetic system

which needs information about full-field visual motion.

The role of GVP-Cells in the Control of Smooth pursuit:

Figure 47 incorporates the results of our study into a block-diagram of the pursuit

system. Our results show that the flocculus receives visual inputs over a mossy-fiber pathway

that probably originates in the extrastriate visual motion-processing areas of the superior

temporal sulcus (Maunsell and Newsome, 1987) and reaches GVP-cells via the pontine nuclei.

The mossy-fiber inputs provide a "high-gain" visual input to the pursuit system that seems likely

to contribute to the initiation of pursuit for rather fast (30 deg/sec) moving targets. The high
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gain pathway would also modify ongoing pursuit after sudden large changes in the direction or

speed of target motion.

A behavioral study in monkeys has shown that there are two components to the

initiation of pursuit: an early component that dominates the first 20 msec of pursuit and a later

component that controls eye acceleration after the first 20 msec (Lisberger and Westbrook,

1984). It seems unlikely that the mossy-fiber visual inputs to the pathway drive the early

component of pursuit, since the latency pursuit is shorter than the latency for the pulse of

simple-spike firing, which averaged 110 msec. Instead, a direct (read short latency) non

cerebellar pathway from the accessory optic system to the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi and

the medial vestibular nucleus may underlie the earliest part of the pursuit response (Magnin

and Baleydier, 1986). This fits well, since both the early component of pursuit and the cells in

the accessory optic system of the monkey are selective for the direction but not the speed of

image motion (Hoffman, 1985; Mustariet al., 1986b).

Our data suggest that the high-gain pathway through the flocculus will begin to affect

pursuit eye velocity about 120 msec after the onset of target motion or around 20 to 30 msec

after the onset of pursuit itself (Lisberger and Pavelko, 1984). Thus, the high gain pathway

through the flocculus has a latency that is appropriate to contribute to the late component of

pursuit initiation. However, a detailed study of the receptive field properties of the pulse of

simple-spike firing will be needed to determine to what extent the pulse is responsible for the

later component. Our data do not rule out the possibility that additional parallel pathways

provide visual inputs for pursuit. In fact, in addition to the non-cerebellar pathway mentioned

above, the vermis of the cerebellum contains Purkinje cells whose simple-spike firing rates

encode target velocity (Kase et al., 1979; Suzuki et al., 1981) and may also provide part of the

command for the initiation of pursuit.

From an engineering point of view, high-gain systems are in danger of being unstable.

The simplest way of dealing with this potential instability is to have a dead zone near the
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desired equilibrium point. For the pursuit system, a dead zone would be manifested as a small

interval of retinal-slip velocities surrounding zero which produced no change in eye velocity.

Our findings during open-loop steady-state pursuit suggest that the visual pathways through

the flocculus may have a dead zone: the simple-spike response to small but sustained retinal

slip is actually in the direction opposite to that for larger slip. The reversed direction-selectivity

for small image speeds could act to stabilize pursuit as eye velocity approaches target velocity.

Our data show that the climbing-fiber pathway to the flocculus also transmits

information about retinal image motion. In Figure 47, we suggest the visual climbing-fiber

pathway is a low-gain system that complements the high-gain, mossy-fiber system. Such a

low-gain system would be desirable to further improve tracking performance within the dead

zone of the high-gain system. The visual climbing-fiber input to the flocculus appears to be

appropriate for a low-gain pathway: it detects small tracking errors (on the order of a few

deg/sec) during steady-state pursuit and, via its effect on the simple-spike firing rate, may

improve pursuit accuracy.

Our results prove the hypothesis proposed by others (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978a;

Miles et al., 1980) that there is eye-velocity positive feedback through the flocculus of the

monkey during smooth pursuit. GVP-cells carry a non-visual simple-spike signal that signals

actual eye motion and is labeled eye velocity in Figure 47. The eye-velocity input is transmitted

to the flocculus over the oculomotor mossy fibers (OMFs) which provide a signal that is a true

motor-corollary: a mixed eye-velocity/eye-position signal regardless of how eye movement is

generated. The cerebellar cortex transforms the mixed oculomotor signal into the nearly pure

eye-velocity signal that is found in the simple-spike firing rate of GVP-cells. The simple

mechanism shown in figure 46 can account for most of this transformation. Given the output

connections of the monkey flocculus (Langer et al., 1985b) and the effect of stimulation of the

flocculus (Zee at al., 1981; Lisberger and Pavelko, 1984; Belknap and Noda, in press), the eye

2,
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velocity signal carried by GVP-cells will aid in sustaining ongoing eye-velocity during steady

state pursuit.

Our results provide the connecting link between the sensory and motor ends of the first

detailed, although incomplete, description of a sensorimotor transformation underlying a

smooth, visually-guided, voluntary movement. In particular, our work together with the recent

findings of visual responses related to pursuit in the pontine nuclei (Suzuki and Keller, 1984;

Mustariet al., 1986a) link the recent work of visual physiologists interested in motion

processing in the cerebral cortex (Maunsell and Newsome, 1987) with the work of oculomotor

physiologists interesting in the neural control of eye movement (Robinson, 1981ab). The

cortico-ponto-cerebellar visual pathway for pursuit is emerging as the best understood pathway

from sensory cerebral cortex all the way to the motoneuron. Furthermore, our results provide

the first detailed description of complex-spike responses and their interaction with simple

spikes during voluntary movement. The fact that the role of the simple-spike firing of GVP-cells

is so well understood (see Introduction) allows us to postulate that the inhibitory effect of

complex spikes on the simple-spike firing rate is involved in the correction of tracking errors. It

will be interesting to see if the simple- and complex-spike responses during other types of

voluntary movement in other parts of the cerebellum have similar interactions during emors in

performance and whether the high-gain/low-gain hypothesis generalizes to Purkinje cells

throughout the cerebellum.
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Figure Legends ■ º

■ º

Figure 1. Models of the smooth-pursuit system. Solid lines and open arrowheads are used for 1/? º
signals within the central nervous system while dashed lines and solid arrowheads denote . )
physical signals outside of the brain. A. The negative-feedback configuration is at the core [.
of all models of the pursuit system. Negative feedback allows continued, accurate

performance despite changes in the strength (gain, G) of the input-output relationship s:
-

(Oppenheim et al., 1983). B. Positive feedback of an eye-velocity signal within the brain

permits perfect tracking. If the delays are matched, eye movement is driven by retinal-slip

velocity plus eye velocity and the model reduces to the target-velocity model proposed by

Young et al. (1968).

Figure 2. The "Lisberger-Miles" model of the smooth-pursuit system including the vestibulo

ocular reflex. Lisberger and Fuchs (1978a) and Miles et al. (1980) proposed that, during T
pursuit with the head stationary, gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (GVP-cells) provide eye- º

velocity positive feedback to pursuit system. During combined head-eye tracking, they *
proposed that smooth eye movement is driven by three inputs: a gaze-velocity signal from . )
the flocculus (eye velocity plus head velocity), a negative head-velocity signal generated T
by the vestibulo-ocular reflex (whose gain is -1), and a visual signal for changes in º

ongoing eye velocity. This configuration allows accurate tracking during combined head

and eye movements (Lanman et al., 1978; Bizzi, 1981). Delays have been omitted for
/

º
simplicity. A plus sign is associated with the output of the flocculus because stimulation of 7–

/7
the flocculus produces ipsilaterally-directed smooth eye movement (Ron and Robinson s ■

1973) and is not meant to imply that the effect of Purkinje cells on their target neurons is

excitatory (Lisberger and Pavelko, 1984). 7,

****
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Figure 3. Rapid changes in head velocity. Raw data during the behavioral response to two _*

different transient vestibular stimuli are shown. A. Triangle-wave protocol. We imposed

head velocity of 15 deg/sec for 400 msec alternately in each direction while the monkey 2,2'-

fixated a small spot at straight ahead gaze. Eye velocity of nearly equal magnitude is . )
produced in the opposite direction by the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) with a latency of 14 ■

msec. Because of the VOR, gaze is kept nearly stationary despite head movement. B. º º

Trapezoidal protocol. We imposed 30-deg/sec steps in head velocity lasting 400 msec. sº

Between stimulus presentations in alternating directions, the head remained stationary for

2 seconds. In alternate cycles, the rapid changes in head velocity occurred either while

the monkey fixated a small spot or in complete darkness. The VOR produced equal and

opposite eye velocity regardless of the visual conditions.

Figure 4. Complex-spike-triggered averaging. In the raw data records gathered during sº
sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg), we would place a cursor on a complex spike. We [-
marked two 600 msec intervals: a direct interval centered directly on the complex spike vº

and a shifted interval exactly one cycle later. This was repeated for each occurrence of a º,”.

complex spike with the data being incorporated into separate direct and shifted averages t J.
of simple-spike firing rate, eye velocity, and target and eye position. We calculated retinal ■ º

error velocity by digital differentiating the target-position trace then subtracting the eye- º
velocity trace. When saccades were present (star), we removed saccadic eye velocity º

º

before averaging and replaced it using linear interpolation (double stars). The final result t
of this analysis for one ipsi GVP-cell is shown in figure 30. This is a modified version of a º
technique used by Perkelet al. (1967) and Toyama et al. (1981). /

Figure 5. Histological verification of recording sites. A. This parasaggital section through the left º
flocculus of monkey #1 was located 1.2 mm from the lateral border. Two penetrations are sº

# V
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clearly visible (arrows): one anteriorly (left) and one more posteriorly (right). B. This

section was located 1.2 mm further medial in the same flocculus. A penetration that ended

in the vestibular nerve (lower arrow) is clearly visible. Anterior is to the left in both panels.

The calibration bar represents 1 mm but was not corrected for shrinkage.

Figure 6. Responses of a GVP-cell during sinusoidal tracking. In both A and B, the frequency

of the stimulus was 0.5 Hz and the peak-to-peak amplitude was 20 deg. The average

cycle is repeated for clearer viewing. In the figure, upward deflections of traces represent

contralaterally-directed movement. A. Sinusoidal pursuit. This panel displays the average

simple-spike firing rate of an ipsi GVP-cell, target and eye position, and eye and head

velocity during 11 cycles of smooth-pursuit of sinusoidal target motion along the horizontal

meridian with the head stationary. Fourier analysis revealed that the baseline firing rate

was 94 spikes/sec, that the modulation in firing rate was + 45 spikes/sec, and that peak

firing rate led peak eye velocity by 27 deg. B. VOR cancellation. This panel displays the

average simple-spike firing rate of the same GVP-cell as in A, target and gaze position,

head and eye velocity during 13 cycles of tracking of sinusoidal target motion that was

synchronous with passive sinusoidal motion of the head. Fourier analysis revealed that

the baseline firing rate was 84 spikes/sec, that the modulation was # 42 spikes/sec, and

that peak firing rate led peak head velocity by 18 deg.

Figure 7. Eye-velocity sensitivity versus phase during pursuit. From the average response

during sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg), we calculated the sinusoidal eye-velocity

sensitivity of each GVP-cell by dividing the amplitude of the fundamental Fourier

component of the modulation in simple-spike firing rate by the amplitude of the

fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in eye-velocity. We ignored the effect of

the small sensitivity to eye position. The phase of the response was defined as the phase
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difference between the fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in firing rate
-
■ º

º

and the fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in eye velocity. A. Sensitivity 3 vº

versus phase for our sample of ipsi GVP-cells tested during sinusoidal pursuit along the 1, 1.

horizontal meridian. B. Sensitivity versus phase for our sample of down GVP-cells tested t /

during sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical meridian. -
* .

ºf
_º

Figure 8. Head-velocity sensitivity versus phase during VOR cancellation. A. Sensitivity s

versus phase for our sample of ipsi GVP-cells during cancellation of the horizontal VOR.

Since the monkeys were unable to completely suppress their VOR, some residual

modulation in eye velocity occurred (see bottom trace of Fig. 6) and the following

correction was performed. We corrected the modulation in simple-spike firing rate during

VOR cancellation (fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in firing rate) by

subtracting the modulation attributable to eye velocity (amplitude: eye-velocity sensitivity sº

measured during pursuit times the amplitude of the residual modulation in eye velocity; [-
phase: same as that during pursuit) using the trigonometric identity for the difference ■ º

* * *
* ~ *between two sinusoids of the same frequency. We calculated the corrected head-velocity

sensitivity by dividing the corrected modulation in firing rate by the amplitude of the t /

fundamental Fourier component of the modulation in head velocity. The phase of the ■
-

*.
response was defined as the difference between the phase of the corrected modulation in º,

firing rate and the phase of the fundamental component of the modulation in head

velocity. B. Sensitivity versus phase for our sample of down GVP-cells during cancellation
|

of the horizontal VOR. Since the horizontal eye-velocity sensitivity of down GVP-cells was º
weak, no correction was made for the residual modulation in eye velocity. !

■ º

Figure 9. Head-velocity sensitivity versus eye-velocity sensitivity. The head- and eye-velocity 7,

sensitivities of the ipsi (A) and down (B) GVP-cells are plotted against each other. The sº
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dashed lines represent the best fit from linear regression. A. The head- and eye-velocity

sensitivities of the ipsi GVP-cells are nearly equal on a cell-by-cell basis. B. The head

velocity sensitivity of down GVP-cells measured during cancellation of the horizontal VOR

is systematically about one-fifth the size of their eye-velocity sensitivity measured during

sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical meridian.

Figure 10. Vestibular input: VOR versus VOR cancellation. We calculated the sensitivity and

phase of vestibular input to GVP-cells during two behavioral paradigms: during

cancellation of the horizontal VOR (VOR cancellation) and during passive rotation of the

head while the animal fixated a spot at center gaze (VOR). In the former case, there is

little eye movement (Fig. 6B) and, in the latter, head and eye movement are equal and

opposite. For both paradigms, we corrected for the modulation in simple-spike firing rate

that was attributable to eye velocity using the procedure described in the previous figure

legend before calculating the sensitivity to head velocity and the phase of the vestibular

input. The dashed lines in both A and B represent the best fit of the data from linear

regression. A. The corrected head-velocity sensitivity is nearly the same during the VOR

and during VOR cancellation. B. The phase of the vestibular input is also nearly the same

during both the VOR and VOR cancellation.

Figure 11. Eye-position sensitivity during fixation versus phase during pursuit. This figure

shows a plot of the eye-position sensitivity as a function of the phase with respect to eye

velocity during pursuit for both ipsi (circles) and down (squares) GVP-cells. Linear

regression reveals a weak relationship between the two (r: 0.68 [ipsi] and 0.50 (down]).

The two dark outlying circles were not included in the linear regression calculations. We

calculated eye-position sensitivity by having the monkey fixate a stationary spot at

different eccentricities along the preferred axis (+20 deg). For each GVP-cell, we plotted
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simple-spike firing rate as a function of static eye-position. The slope from linear

regression (if r > 0.5) was defined as the eye-position sensitivity of the GVP-cell. The

phase of the response during pursuit was defined in the text and in the legend of figure 7.

Figure 12. Modulation in simple-spike firing rate: vertical versus horizontal pursuit. For the ipsi

(circles) and down GVP-cells (squares), we plotted the eye-velocity sensitivity measured

during sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) along the vertical meridian as a function of

the eye-velocity sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal

meridian (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg). The population responses (arrows) for the ipsi and down

GVP-cells were defined by the mean x- and y-components of all the points within each

population.

Figure 13. Frequency analysis of the simple-spike response during pursuit: ipsi GVP-cells. A.

Eye-velocity sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal meridian

(+ 10 deg) is plotted for three stimulus frequencies (0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz). B. The phase of

the response is plotted for the same three frequencies. These plots contain the data from

the 15 ipsi GVP-cells for which all three frequencies were tested and for which the phase

of the response increased with increasing frequency. The results for the down GVP-cells

are plotted in the following figure. The (ipsi and down) GVP-cells that were tested at only

two frequencies and the few GVP-cells that behaved differently are discussed in the text

but omitted from this and the following figure for clarity.

Figure 14. Frequency analysis of the simple-spike response during pursuit: down GVP-cells. A.

Eye-velocity sensitivity measured during sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical meridian

(+ 10 deg) is plotted for three stimulus frequencies (0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz). B. The phase of

the response is plotted for the same three frequencies. These plots contain the data from
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the 4 down GVP-cells for which all three frequencies were tested and for which the phase º

of the response increased with increasing frequency. ■ º

1, 1’

Figure 15. Frequency analysis of the simple-spike response during VOR cancellation: ipsi . D
GVP-cells. A. Head-velocity sensitivity (corrected for eye-velocity contamination) [ -
measured during cancellation of the horizontal VOR (+ 10 deg) is plotted for three

stimulus frequencies (0.2,0.5, and 1.0 Hz). B. The phase of the response is plotted for the s:

same three frequencies. The data for all 15 ipsi GVP-cells tested are included in this

figure. The down GVP-cells were not tested with multiple frequencies during VOR

Cancellation.

Figure 16. Simple-spike responses of three GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit to step

ramp target motion in the on-direction. The top three traces show the average simple- sº

spike firing rate of three different ipsi GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit to 30- ■

deg/sec ipsilaterally-directed ramp motion. The average response of GVP-cell #1 for 22 ■ º

presentations of the stimulus has the typical pulse-step response profile: a large 1,

overshooting pulse of simple-spike firing followed by a sustained steady-state increase in t }
simple-spike firing rate. The resting rate (mean firing rate in the 150-msec interval before ■ º

the onset of target motion) was 66 spikes/sec, the latency of the response was 96 msec, *.

the peak firing rate was 259 spikes/sec, and the steady-state firing rate (mean firing rate in

the 150-msec interval beginning 550 msec after the onset of target motion) was 123

spikes/sec. The responses of GVP-cell #2 and #3 show the variability within our sample of º
GVP-cells: the former is an illustration of a pulse response without a subsequent step /

º

response and the latter an illustration of a steady-state step increase in simple-spike firing L
without any overshoot. In addition, a few GVP-cells (not shown) had a transient decrease 7,

in simple-spike firing rate preceding the pulse-step response. The remaining traces show º
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how the step-ramp stimulus was presented. Downward deflections of traces represent º
l

ipsilaterally-directed movement. While the monkey fixated a red LED at center gaze, a 3 ºf

second small white spot appeared 4 degrees eccentric. At an unpredictable time later, the 1, 1’,

LED was extinguished and the target spot began to move ipsilaterally at 30 deg/sec. The }
* * *

monkey initiated pursuit with a latency of about 100 msec. [
- *

2,
-

º
Figure 17. Distribution of pulse sizes. We measured pulse size by subtracting the resting rate s:

(mean firing rate in the 150-msec interval before the onset of target motion) from the peak

firing rate measured in the average simple-spike response during the initiation of pursuit to

30-deg/sec ramp motion. This figure shows the distribution of pulse sizes for the ipsi

GVP-cells (A) and for the down GVP-cells (B).

Figure 18. Simple-spike responses of three GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit to step- º

ramp target motion in the off-direction. The top three traces show the average simple- º
T

spike firing rate of three different ipsi GVP-cells during the initiation of pursuit to 30- ! vº

deg/sec contralaterally-directed ramp motion. The average response of GVP-cell #4 for 44 º

presentations of the stimulus has the typical dip-step response profile: a large t J.
undershooting dip in simple-spike firing followed by a sustained steady-state decrease in T

simple-spike firing rate. The resting rate (mean firing rate in the 150-msec interval before º,
the onset of target motion) was 85 spikes/sec, the latency of the response was 80 msec, º

t

the nadir in firing rate was 19 spikes/sec, and the steady-state firing rate (mean firing rate -
in the 150-msec interval beginning 550 msec after the onset of target motion) was 47 º
spikes/sec. The responses of GVP-cell #5 and #6 show the variability within our sample of !
GVP-cells: the former is an illustration of a dip response without a subsequent step

response (actually a slight increase in firing) and the latter is an illustration of a steady

state step decrease in simple-spike firing without any undershoot. In addition, a few
d
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GVP-cells (not shown) had a weak steady-state increase in simple-spike firing rate with ■ º
little or no dip preceding it. As in figure 16, the bottom three traces show how step-ramps º
were presented with upward deflections of traces representing contralaterally-directed 1/1.

movement. )

Figure 19. Peak response versus target speed. This figure shows the peak simple-spike º

responses of 18 ipsi GVP-cells as a function of target speed. We measured the peak *

response (pulse and dip sizes) with respect to the resting rate as described in the legend

of figure 17. We tested 12 GVP-cells with 15- and 30-deg/sec ramps only: six of these are

shown in panel A and six in panel B. The peak responses of the six GVP-cells tested with

a wider range of target speeds (15, 30, and 45 deg/sec) are displayed in panel C. Positive

values of target speed represent motion in the on-direction (ipsilaterally-directed). Some s

GVP-cells were only tested in the on-direction. sº

[-
Figure 20. Effect of changing target size on the simple-spike pulse response of a GVP-cell ■ º

during the initiation of pursuit. The top two superimposed traces show the average simple- º
spike responses of the same atypical ipsi GVP-cell to 30-deg/sec motion of two different t J.
targets: a 0.1 deg white spot with no background illumination (spot) and the same spot T

moving synchronously with a 25 deg by 20 deg textured background (pattern). The bottom º f

two superimposed traces show the average eye-velocity responses. Note that, although

the pursuit response is nearly the same under both visual conditions, the simple-spike

response is different. Downward deflections represent insilaterally-directed motion. Target

motion began at the arrow.

Figure 21. Simple-spike responses of a GVP-cell to contralaterally-directed rapid changes in

head velocity during fixation (Light) and in complete darkness (Dark). The top two
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superimposed traces are the simple-spike responses of the same ipsi GVP-cell under the r
two visual conditions. Note the lack of response during the rapid ipsilaterally-directed eye ■ º

acceleration (downward arrow) and the separation of the two traces starting about 120 1, 1

msec after the onset of the vestibular stimulus (leftmost upward arrow). The large peak in .
the center of the response is probably vestibular in origin (see text) because it occurred [.
both in the light (leftward arrow) and in the dark (rightward arrow). The average firing rate

in the 80-msec interval beginning 120 msec after the onset of head motion (between the s

two upward arrows) was 78 spikes/sec following 48 presentations of the stimulus during

fixation and 93 spikes/sec following 52 presentations of the stimulus in complete

darkness. The third trace from the top shows the 30-deg/sec step in head velocity

imposed from rest. The bottom two traces are the eye-velocity responses generated by

the vestibulo-ocular reflex under the two visual conditions. Upward deflections of traces in
º
ºthis figure represent contralaterally-directed head and eye movement.

Figure 22. Distribution of step sizes. We measured the steady-state simple-spike firing rate in | v

the 150-msec (occasionally 100-msec) interval beginning 550 msec (occasionally 400 !,'"

msec) after the onset of target motion. The step size was defined as the steady-state firing t

rate during pursuit of 30-deg'sec ramps minus the resting rate (mean firing rate in the 150 ■

msec before the onset of target motion). This figure shows the distribution of step sizes for º
the ipsi GVP-cells following ipsilaterally-directed ramps (A) and for the down GVP-cells

following downward ramps (B).
t

Figure 23. Steady-state step size versus eye speed. This figure shows the steady-state simple- /
-

3 |

spike responses of 21 ipsi GVP-cells as a function of eye speed. We measured step size L
with respect to the resting rate as described in the previous legend. We tested 15

GVP-cells including those shown in figure 19A and B with 15- and 30-deg/sec ramps only:
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seven of these are shown in panel A and eight in panel B. The steady-state responses of

the six GVP-cells whose peak responses were shown in figure 19C are displayed as a

function of a wider range of target speeds (15, 30, and 45 deg/sec) in panel C. Positive

values of eye speed represent motion in the on-direction (ipsilaterally-directed). Some

GVP-cells were only tested in the on-direction.

Figure 24. Simple-spike response of a GVP-cell during open-loop pursuit. The top trace shows

the average simple-spike response of an ipsi GVP-cell for 12 presentations of 30-deg/sec

ipsilaterally-directed step-ramp target motion. Target position was initially 15 deg

eccentric. The trial was initiated once the monkey fixated within 2 degrees of the target. At

an unpredictable time later, the target was stepped 3 deg off the fovea and moved back at

30 deg/sec in the ipsilateral direction. Eye position was within a few degrees of target

position when, 400 msec after the onset of target motion, the image of the target was

stabilized on the fovea (open-loop condition). The 310-msec open-loop interval is marked

by the two vertical dashed lines. Note that the firing rate remained elevated despite the

elimination of residual retinal slip. The resting rate (mean firing rate in the 150 msec

before the onset of target motion) was 97 spikes/sec and the steady-state firing rate was

183 + 4 (S.E.) spikes/sec in the 150-msec interval beginning 150 msec after the

imposition of open-loop conditions (steady-state eye velocity: 26.4 deg/sec; steady-state

eye-position: -0.6 deg). This same GVP-cell had a steady-state firing rate of 156 it 5

spikes/sec during steady-state tracking of 30-deg/sec closed-loop ramps (steady-state

eye velocity: 28.9 deg/sec; steady-state eye-position: 14.5 deg). Since this GVP-cell

showed increased firing for ipsilaterally-directed eye movement and ipsilateral positions of

eccentric gaze (eye position sensitivity: 0.95 spikes/sec per deg), the differences in

steady-state eye velocity and position are in the wrong direction to account for the

difference in firing rate. In order to facilitate a direct comparison between the open- and
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closed-loop responses, we calculated the open-loop ramp eye-velocity sensitivity (3.26 T
spikes/sec per deg/sec) and the closed-loop ramp eye-velocity sensitivity (2.04 spikes/sec tºvº

per deg/sec) by dividing the steady-state step increase in firing rate by the the steady- º
state eye velocity. The discrepancy between the response during open- and closed-loop . )
pursuit is typical of our sample of GVP-cells tested under open-loop conditions (see figure [.
26). Some trials which contained saccadic responses were incorporated into the average º
but only if the saccades always occurred before the open-loop interval began. Saccades

were never observed during the open-loop interval. Saccadic eye velocity was removed

before averaging and replaced by linear interpolation.

Figure 25. Sinusoidal versus ramp eye-velocity sensitivity. We defined the ramp eye-velocity

sensitivity as the steady-state step in simple-spike firing rate during pursuit of ramp target ".

motion divided by the steady-state eye velocity (see figure legend 24). The ramp eye

velocity sensitivity was calculated for motion in both the on- and off-directions. This figure ■

plots the sinusoidal eye-velocity sensitivity (see figure legend 7) as a function of the ramp 3 ×

eye-velocity sensitivity averaged for both directions of motion. The dashed lines represent 1/.

the best fit from linear regression. This figure shows the plots of the sinusoidal eye- * *

velocity sensitivity versus the open-loop ramp eye-velocity sensitivity (A) and versus the ■

closed-loop ramp eye-velocity sensitivity (B) measured during 30-deg/sec ramps.

Figure 26. Steady-state simple-spike firing rate: close-loop versus open-loop 30 deg/sec
º

ramps. This figure plots the mean steady-state simple-spike firing rate (see figure legend 7
*/

24) during closed-loop ramps versus that during open-loop ramps for ipsilaterally-directed e ■

target motion (A) and contralaterally-directed target motion (B). The error bars represent L
Standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 27. Closed-loop versus open-loop eye-velocity sensitivity. This figure plots the ramp

eye-velocity sensitivity measured during closed-loop 30-deg/sec (A) and 15 deg/sec (B)

ramps in the on-direction as a function of the ramp eye-velocity sensitivity measured

during open-loop condition pursuit in the on-direction (see figure legend 24). The dashed

lines represent the best fit from linear regression.

Figure 28. Out-of-phase modulation of the simple- and complex-spike firing rate during pursuit.

The top trace is the average simple-spike firing rate of an ipsi over 34 cycles of pursuit of

sinusoidal target motion along the horizontal meridian (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg). The average

cycle is repeated for clearer viewing. The second trace is a stimulus-triggered histogram

containing all 67 complex spikes that occurred over the 34 cycles (mean firing rate: 0.98

complex-spikes/sec). 24 complex spikes occurred in the quarter cycle centered on peak

contralaterally-directed target velocity (firing rate: 1.41 complex-spike/sec) while only 4

complex spikes occurred in the quarter cycle centered on peak ipsilaterally-directed target

velocity (firing rate: 0.24 complex-spikes/sec). We defined the difference between the

complex-spike firing rate in these two quarter cycles as the peak-to-peak modulation in

complex-spike firing rate. Upward deflections of the traces represent contralaterally

directed motion.

Figure 29. Modulation in complex-spike firing rate: vertical versus horizontal pursuit. The peak

to-peak modulation in complex-spike firing rate (measured as described in the previous

legend) during sinusoidal pursuit (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) along the vertical meridian is plotted

versus that during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal meridian for ipsi (circles) and

down (squares) GVP-cells. The population responses (arrows) were defined by the

average x- and y-components of all the points within each population.
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Figure 30. Frequency analysis of the complex-spike response during pursuit. The probability of

a complex spike occurring in the preferred quarter cycle during sinusoidal pursuit (see text ■ º

and figure legend 28) is plotted as a function of stimulus frequency (0.2,0.5, and/or 1.0 º
Hz) for ipsi (A) and down (B) GVP-cells. The peak-to-peak excursion of target motion was ..)
always 20 degrees. [.

2.
º

_º

Figure 31. Modulation in complex-spike firing rate: VOR cancellation versus pursuit. We S- -

measured the complex-spike response of 19 ipsi GVP-cells during sinusoidal (0.5 Hz, +

10 deg) pursuit along the horizontal meridian and cancellation of the horizontal VOR. This

figure plots the peak-to-peak modulation during VOR cancellation versus that during

pursuit. There is a strong relation between the two responses (r: 0.86). The dashed line

represents the best fit from linear regression. The four outlying dark points were not ",

included in the regression analysis.

Figure 32. Simple- and complex-spike responses of an ipsi GVP-cell during the initiation of 3.x:

pursuit to 30-deg/sec step-ramp target motion. A. The top trace is the average simple- //?

spike response during 52 presentations of contralaterally-directed target motion beginning * *

at the downward arrow. The next trace is a post-stimulus-time histogram of complex-spike ■

occurrences. Note that there are 13 complex spikes in the 100-msec interval (upward

arrows) beginning 100-msec after the onset of target motion (firing rate: 2.50 complex- l
spikes/sec). B. Same as in A except that the response is to 28 presentations of ~

ipsilaterally-directed target motion. Note that there are no complex spikes in the 100-msec º
interval (upward arrows) beginning 100 msec after the onset of target motion. We |

measured the resting complex-spike firing rate for this ipsi GVP-cells by noting that there L
were 14 complex spikes in the two 100-msec intervals preceding the stimulus in panels A *
and B (resting rate: 0.88 complex-spikes/sec). -
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Figure 33. Complex-spike response to 30-deg/sec target motion. This figure plots the complex- ■ º

spike firing rate in the 100-msec interval beginning 100 msec after the onset of target wº
motion in both directions and the resting rate for the ipsi (A) and (B) down GVP-cells. . )
These measurements were made as described in the previous legend. [.

Figure 34. Complex-spike response of an ipsi GVP-cell during ipsilaterally-directed rapid

changes in head velocity. The top trace is the post-stimulus-time histogram of complex

spike occurrences generated by 95 presentations of the vestibular stimulus with the

fixation light on. The second trace is the histogram generated by 111 presentations of the

vestibular stimulus in complete darkness. Upward arrows mark the 100-msec interval in

which we measured complex-spike firing rate. The third trace shows the retinal-slip

velocity that the monkey experienced when the fixation light remained on. The fourth trace

shows the 30-deg/sec step in head velocity. The bottom two traces are the superimposed

eye-velocity responses under the two visual conditions. i■ v

1,’’’.

Figure 35. Directionally-selective complex-spike response during rapid changes in head *. /.

velocity. This figure plots the complex-spike firing rate in the 100-msec interval beginning T
y
4.

100 msec after the onset of head motion with and without the fixation light, and the º,

average resting rate in the 100-msec intervals preceding head motion in either visual

condition. A. Complex-spike response following ipsilaterally-directed rapid changes in

head velocity. B. Complex-spike response following contralaterally-directed rapid changes
-º

in head velocity. * *

y E. ■ .

Figure 36. Direct and shifted averages of an ipsi GVP-cell during horizontal pursuit. The *.
averages were calculated using the method described in figure 4. Upward deflections of
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the analog traces represent contralaterally-directed motion. The downward arrow points ■ º
out when the complex spikes occurred (the center of the 600-msec direct average). The ■ º

top traces are the average simple-spike firing rate in the direct (A) and shifted (B) 1/1 º
intervals, respectively. Note that there is a dip in simple-spike firing rate following complex . ),
spikes in the direct average. The next two sets of traces show the average target and eye [.

2.
position in the direct and shifted intervals respectively. The bottom traces show the

average retinal velocity error (target velocity minus eye velocity) in the direct and shifted & -

intervals, respectively. Note the peak in contralaterally-directed retinal velocity error (the

tracking error) in the direct average. The small horizontal bar in panel A marks zero

velocity error. Retinal velocity error peaked at 2.6 deg/sec, 96 msec before complex

spikes in the direct average. It averaged 1.5 deg/sec contralateral in the 150-msec

interval preceding complex spikes in the direct average and 0.4 deg/sec ipsilateral in the

equivalent interval in the shifted average. However, in the interval 150 to 300 msec after

complex spikes, the average retinal velocity error was 0.4 deg/sec ipsilateral in the direct T
average and 0.5 deg/sec ipsilateral in the shifted average. The difference between the ■ º

retinal error velocity in the direct and shifted averages was therefore specific to the 150

msec interval preceding complex spikes and was a general phenomenon for our sample t

of GVP-cells (see following figure). T

Figure 37. Retinal slip in the direct versus shifted averages: before and after complex spikes.

A. The average retinal velocity error in the 150-msec interval preceding complex spikes in

the direct average is plotted as a function of the retinal error velocity in the equivalent º
interval in the shifted average (see preceding legend) for all 22 GVP-cells tested. B. The º ■

average retinal velocity error in the interval 150 to 300 msec after complex spikes in the L
direct average is plotted as a function of the retinal error velocity in the equivalent interval *
in the shifted average for the same 22 GVP-cells. The dashed lines in panels A and B are º

150
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lines of slope one and intercept zero. Positive retinal velocity denotes contralaterally

directed errors.

Figure 38. Retinal slip in the direct versus shifted average: vertical and horizontal pursuit. All

four panels are plots of the average retinal velocity error in the 150-msec interval

preceding complex spikes in the direct average versus that in the equivalent interval of the

shifted average for 22 ipsi GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal

meridian (the same panel as in figure 37A repeated here for easy comparison with the

other panels) (A), for seven ipsi GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical

meridian (B), for nine down GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit along the horizontal

meridian (C), and for 16 down GVP-cells during sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical

meridian (D). The dashed lines are lines of slope one and intercept zero. Positive retinal

velocity denotes contralaterally-directed errors in panels A and C, and upward errors in

panels B and D.

Figure 39. Responses of two oculomotor mossy fibers (OMF) during sinusoidal pursuit. A. The

top trace is the average firing rate of a contra OMF over seven cycles of sinusoidal pursuit

along the horizontal meridian (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg). The next two traces are average

horizontal target and eye position. The bottom trace is the average eye velocity in the

horizontal plane (upward in this panel is contralateral). Fourier analysis revealed that the

baseline firing rate was 25 spikes/sec, that the modulation in firing rate was + 30

spikes/sec in amplitude, and that peak firing led peak contralaterally-directed eye velocity

by 54 deg. B. The top trace is the average firing rate of a down OMF over eight cycles of

sinusoidal pursuit along the vertical meridian (0.5 Hz, it 10 deg). Zero firing is indicated by

the lower hash-mark on the calibration bar for firing rate. The remaining traces are as in

panel A except that they represent vertical motion (upward in this panel is up). Fourier
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analysis revealed that the baseline firing rate was 47 spikes/sec, that the modulation in

firing rate was +62 spikes/sec in amplitude, and that peak firing led peak downward eye

velocity by 4 deg. The small horizontal bar marks the zero spikes/sec firing rate level in

both A and B.

Figure 40. Responses of two types of OMFs during the initiation of pursuit. A. The top trace

shows the average response of the same OMF as shown in figure 39A during 11

presentations of contralaterally-directed step-ramp target motion. Not that the response is

dominated by an eye-position signal. B. The top trace is the average responses of the

same OMF as in figure 39B during 26 presentations of downward step-ramp target

motion. Note that the response is dominated by an eye-velocity signal.

Figure 41. Latency with respect to the onset of pursuit. This figure shows the distributions of

latencies of the response to step-ramps for all OMFs tested with step-ramps (A), for the

position-dominated OMFs (B), and for the velocity-dominated OMFs (C). The difference

between the mean latency of the position-dominated OMFs (29 msec) and that of the

velocity-dominated OMFs (6 msec) was weakly significant (p < .01).

Figure 42. Eye-position sensitivity. We measured the eye-position sensitivity by measuring the

firing rate of OMFs while the monkey fixated a small spot at varying eccentricities (+20

deg). Using linear regression, we defined the eye-position sensitivity as the slope of the

plot of firing rate versus eye position. This figure shows the distribution of eye-position

sensitivities for all OMFs (A), for the position-dominated OMFs (B), and for the velocity

dominated OMFs (C). The difference in the mean eye-position sensitivity of position

dominated OMFs (3.39 spikes/sec per deg) and that of the velocity-dominated OMFs

(2.22 spikes/sec per deg) was statistically significant (p<0.005).
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Figure 43. Eye-velocity sensitivity. For those OMFs tested during step-ramps, we defined the

eye-velocity sensitivity as the steady-state increase in firing rate (corrected for the eye

position response - see text) in the 150-msec interval beginning 550 msec (occasionally

400 msec) after the onset of target motion in the on-direction divided by the steady-state

eye velocity measured in the same interval. If the eye-position sensitivity was known, we

estimated the sensitivity to eye velocity of the remaining OMFs (those not tested during

step-ramps) by removing the response attributable to the variation in eye position from the

modulation in firing rate during sinusoidal pursuit (see text). We defined the eye-velocity

sensitivity of these OMFs as the amplitude of the remaining response divided by the

modulation in eye velocity. This figure shows the distributions of eye-velocity sensitivities

for all OMFs (A), for the position-dominated OMFs (B), for the velocity-dominated OMFs

(C). The difference between the mean eye-velocity sensitivity of the position-dominated

OMFs (0.98 spikes/sec per deg/sec) and that of the velocity-dominated OMFs (2.15

spikes/sec per deg/sec) was highly significant (p<0.0001).

Figure 44. The phase with respect to eye velocity. We measured the phase of the response

during sinusoidal pursuit along the preferred axis (0.5 Hz, + 10 deg) using Fourier analysis

(see figure legend 39 and text). This figure shows the distributions of phases for the

entire population of OMFs (A), for the position-dominated OMFs (B), and for the velocity

dominated OMFs (C). The difference in the mean phase for the position-dominated OMFs

(55 deg lagging) and that for the velocity-dominated OMFs (16 deg lagging) is highly

significant (p<0.0001).

Figure 45. Coefficient of variation. We measured the coefficient of variation by dividing the

standard deviation in the firing rate over time by the resting rate while the monkey fixated
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a small spot at center gaze. This figure shows the distribution of coefficients of variation

for all OMFs (A), for the position-dominated OMFs (B), and for the velocity-dominated

OMFs (C). The difference between the mean coefficient of variation of the position

dominated OMFs (0.11) and that of the velocity-dominated OMFs (0.27) is statistically

significant (p < 0.005).

Figure 46. Proposed mechanism of cerebellar cortical processing. This figure is a cartoon

realization of the model described in the text. We propose that inputs from on-direction

velocity-dominated OMFs and off-direction position-dominated OMFs converge possibly at

the level of granule cells. If the summation is linear and the weighting appropriate, this

interaction can create the appropriate ratio of position-sensitivity to velocity-sensitivity for

GVP-cells. An attenuating synapse possibly between the parallel fibers of granule cells

and the GVP-cells themselves could then scale the input so that the appropriate overall

sensitivity was achieved. See text for a discussion of the actual parameter values

necessary to change the average OMF response into the average GVP-cell response.

Figure 47. Summary diagram of the pursuit system. This figure summarizes our findings by

incorporating them into a block diagram that is an extension of the model proposed by

Lisberger and Miles (see figure 2). This model has a major feature not found in the model

in figure 2. We have shown that some of the visual inputs to the pursuit system enter via

both mossy- and climbing-fiber pathways to the flocculus. We have also proven the major

hypothesis of the older model: we have shown that there is eye-velocity positive feedback

through the flocculus as proposed by both Lisberger and Fuchs (1978a) and Miles et al.

(1980). Solid lines and open arrowheads are used for signals within the central nervous

system while dashed lines and solid arrowheads denote physical signals outside of the

brain.
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